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one acquainted with the map of Tibet will think this map (p. 516)
EVERY
an extraordinaryone, as it is not like even the very latest maps published in Europe. We are accustomed to regard Tibet as an enormous
plateauland situated between the two highest mountain systems on
the earth's surface, Kwen-lun and Himalaya,and from the comparatively
level surface of this plateau we are accustomed to think mountains
rise as groups or islands, or as small short ranges. Only the Kwen-lun
ranges, Arka-tagh, the eastern part of the Koko-shilis, and Tang-la,
and some of the ranges situated between the upper courses of the
Indo-Chinese rivers were really drawn on the maps as uninterrupted
ranges; and the same was of course the case with those parts of
West Tibet which have been surveyed by the Survey of India, and
where the Karakorumis the most magnificent of all. But for the rest
of Tibet, the interior of this the most enormous protuberance cr
upheaval of the Earth's crust, our maps have hitherto been uncertain,
and in vain we have tried to find any kind of orographical order or
plausible systematic arrangementof the mountains.
However, if one uses and compares critically all the material that
has been brought home by the few explorers who have crossed the
interior of this mysterious country, one will easily find that even if the
different routes are far apart, they are anyhow sufficient for drawing
the most important conclusions. On my journey, 1899-1902, when
I crossed Eastern Tibet on three different meridional lines, I had an
* Read at the Royal Geographical Society (Queen's Hall), February 8, 1909. Map,
p. 516.
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excellent opportunity to examine the situation and east-west direction of a whole series of ranges from the country of Lop in the
north to 31-? N. in the south, and I indicated them on a general
map. Farthest north we have the Ustun-tagh, the boundary range of
the Kwen-lun sloping down to the basin of Eastern Turkestan, and
south of it several other ranges belonging to the same system, and
spreading out like the fingers of a hand to the east-for instance, Akatotagh, Yilve-chimen, Piaslik-tagh, Chimen-tagh, etc. Then follows ,the
South of Arka-tagh
highest range of the Kwen-lun systelm--Arka-tagh.
is an enormous latitudinal valley, and south of it is the range of Kokoshili, or "the green hills," so called by the Tajinur-mongols of Tsaidam.
Then my three routes cross a range which is the western continuation
of the Mongolian Dungbure, and south of it I crossed, again three
times, the range which, further east, is called Buka-mnangna, or "the
wild yak's head," by the Mongolian pilgrims going to Lhasa. Only once
I crossed in a very high double pass the gigantic range Tang-la, which
wasB made famous some sixty-three years ago by Abbe Huc's journey; and
finally, south of Tang-la, I crossed a whole series of smaller ranges
stretching east and west, the southernmost of them situated on the
southern shore of Selling-tso and Naktsang-tso, or Tso-ngombo.
Now, I have only mentioned the most important ranges. They are
separated from each other by very broad latitudinal valleys; but in
those valleys, which it takes often three days to cross, there are
innumerable small ranges, which it is- almost impossible to 'follow, as
they are generally interrupted, and in some cases simply to be regarded
as ramifications from the high ranges.
Some one may ask: Well, you know the orographical arrangement
and the parallelism of the ranges in this part of Tibet, but how do
you know that the same ]aws prevail to the east and west through
the whole country? Then I will reply that on my journey of 1896 I
went for two months straight east, with Arka-tagh on my left and
Koko-shili on my right, without crossing a single pass until I turned
north-east, crossing Arka-tagh in the Mongolian pass of Yike-tsohandaban. Further, we have Wellby's and Malcolm's journey of the same
year, 1896, through the whole of Northern Tibet from Ladak to the upper
part of the northern branch of Yang-tse-kiang, Napchitai-ulan-muren, the
source of which they discovered. On the whole of this great journey
through Northern Tibet they had the Koko-shili range on their left and
Dungbume on their right, and had not to cross a single pass worth
mentioning until they turned north-east and went over the Koko-shili.
Those two routes are a very important control to the fact that the
mountain ranges of Changtang stretch uninterruptedly west to east.
Between my routes of 1900 we have the route of Bonvalot and
Prince Henry of Orleans of 1889, and they crossed the same ranges as
I, but by other passes. To the east the information given by the
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Lazarist fathers, Huc and Gabet, 1845, by General Prjevalsky on
his several famous journeys from 1870 to 1885, and by Rockhill's
fine journey of 1892, is quite sufficient to make it possible to follow
the ranges far to the east, the Koko-shili being called Bayankhara-ula,
south of the source of Hwang-ho, the Dungbure stretching between
Yang-tse-kiang and the northern Mekong branch, the Bukamangna
between the two MIekong branches, the Tang-la being a watershed
between MIekongand Salwen.
As to the country to the west the material existing seems also to
be sufficient for reliable conclusions. Here we have first Littledale on
his audacious journey, 1894-5, and west of him Dutreuil de Rhins and
Grenard, 1893, their map beingTone of the best ever made in*Tibet.
Then follows a great gap, the greatest unexplored patch still left in
Tibet, and then my route of 1906, on which I crossed the western
continuation of the two ranges I knew before, and which had been
crossed, as stated, by Littledale and de Rhlins. One step further west
we have Bower's journey of 1891, and then the several routes of
D)easy, 1898, and Rawling, 1903, both equally important and both
giving us the most accurate and excellent maps of Western Tibet, as
I have been able to prove more than once. Between their many
routes up and down is my last journey of 1908, when I, as far as
to Lemchung-tso, had very little to add to their thorough exploration, and when I crossed for the sixth time this enormous range,
being the western continuation of Tang-la, and nothing else than the
eastern continuation of Karakorum. As to the westernmost part of
the Karakorum-Tang-larange, it has of course been crossedby I do not
know how many explorers--Adolf Schlagintweit, who was, I believe,
the first European to reach Eastern Turkestan from India in 1857,
and murdered in Kashgar; Johnson, the first British explorer to
Khotan, 1865; Hayward, murdered on his way; Shaw; Dalgleish,
murdered on the Karakorum pass; Younghusband.several times, more
especially on his famous journey over the Mus-tagh pass, and many
many others. I crossed the Karakorum pass in 1902, and then, in
1906, a pass situated a little to the east of Chang-lung-yogma,which
was taken by the Forsyth Embassy to Yakub Beg of Kashgar in 1873,
information which I got foer old Guffaru, one of my servants, who
had followed Forsyth to K ashgar and seen the great Yakub Begf in
all lhis pomp and state. Lanek-la is also a Karakorum pass, and has
been crossedby several explorers,all British.
When going froln India to Eastern Turkestan one crosses north of
the Karakorum range two very considerable ranges-the Suget rang;e
in Suget-davan, a continuation of Koko-shili, and the Sandshu range in
Sandshu-davan, the continuation of Arka-tagh. The Dungbure and
Buka-mangna die away to the west before they have reached so far.
Far West, in countries under British rule, it is easy to study the
2 B 2
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parallelisml of the mountain ranges by help of the admirable maps of the

Survey of India. A country with this strictly parallel arrangement of
the ranges is called in Germana "Faltenland," and a mountain system
with the sameorographicalarchitecture a " Faltengebirge," and Tibet is
the greatest Faltenland of the earth, although Persia is also a beautiful
example of the same structure.
It is, of course, impossible to give a sufficient description of the
physical geography of such a great country as Tibet in one or two
hours, Tibet being four times as big as France. I will only mention
that between the several ranges stretching through the whole of
Chang-tang, there are latitudinal valleys, and that every one of them
is divided into a great number of self-contained basins, i.e. without
outlet to the ocean, or even to Eastern Turkestan or Tsaidamr. In the
bottom of almost every such depression is a salt lake, where the rock
salt, carried down by small brooks, has accumulated for thousands of
years. As a rule, the ground of the latitudinal valleys is very level;
as I said, Wellby had almost no passes to cross on his long journey
through Tibet, but going from north to south I had a lot of passes to
wander over.
Many differentagencies are working constantly to level out the
country. The capillary frost forces the hardest rocks to burst and fall
into pieces; the finer material, dust and sand, is carried away by the
wind and contributes to fill out some depression; greater material is
brought down by the brooks and the rain water, and the result is that
the ranges are growing lower and lower, the depressions higher and
higher, and the relative altitudes diminish in the courseof innumerable
centuries. If one has seen the Sachu-tsanpo in the rainy season, dark
grey with mud and silt brought down to Selling-tso, or a spring storm
with the air absolutely full of sand and dust, one will easily realize
the enormouswork carried out by wind and water in the transportation
of solid material. Once Northern Tibet was no doubt as accentuated as
the Himalaya-it is the work of the atmosphericinfluences of geological
periods that has given the country its present relief. Solid material has
filled up all deep valleys anddepressions,and denudation and transportation are still going on, and what we call a plateauland is a perfectly
secondaryphenomenon. Here the horizontal lines prevail, specially in
Central Tibet; one has to go down to peripheral country to find vertical
lines in the landscape. My panoramaswill show how very level the
land is as a whole, in the same way as the ocean seen from a ship's deck,
even if the waves are as high as they possibly can be. The whole of
Tibet is like a sea, the gigantic waves of which, driven up by northern
or southern winds, have been changed into stone at the moment of their
worst fury. On the ocean every ninth wave is said to be higher than
the rest--in Tibet the case is the same; after a certain interval one
comes to a mountain wave much higher than the neighbours. It is the
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tangential pressure in the Earth's crust that has forced those ranges to
rise, and as the pressure has been stronger in the west, the ranges are
here situated much closer to each other than in the east. They diverge
from the enormous mountain knot of the Pamirs, and the distance
between them becomes greater and greater to the east.
Time does not allow me now to enter upon the interesting question
of a probable Ice-Age in Tibet, the curious distribution of the lakes,
most of them being situated near the highest mountains, nor can I
give now an account of the general meteorological and climatological
relations--as I know them-the prevailing west and south-west wind
being the most conspicuous and characteristic element. I will only say
that, so far as my experience goes, it rains more in the east than in
the west, but snows more in the west than in the east-that is to say,
that Eastern Tibet gets most of its precipitation in summer, Western
Tibet in winter. The fluctuation of the water stored in lakes and
rivers depends of course upon the precipitation, and as this is diminishing all lakes areslowly drying up, although this mlay be only a periodical
phenomenon. The abundance of grass depends also upon the rain, and
as the prosperity of the flocks depends upon the grass, and the existence
of the nomads, nay, the whole country, depends upon the flocks, everybody is looking out for rain, specially in July andAugust, which is the
rainyseason.
Ofgreat interest it will be to draw on a map the boundaries of
all theself-contained basins we know; they form avery curious mosaic
on the plateauland, andtheir exterior boundary is the chief watershed
of
Tibet, in which the greatest rivers of Asia, except theSiberian and
Aralrivers, rise. As
to theheights, the data wepossess are now so
numerous,that it
will not bedifficult to make ageneral hypsometric
map with theregions of different height in different shades of brown.
The mapillustrating this lecture gives only a vagueidea of thegeneral
orographical structure.
From 1200 different places on this journey I
havetaken specimens of rock with dip andfall, and from these ageneral
geological map andgeological profiles
may beconstructed. Every one of
thosesciences would give material enough for aseparate lecture, and
there is enough to do inTibet for theexplorers of thefuture, even if
of important geographical discoveries is
theperiod
past.
But now to myjourney.
Thered line is myjourney of 1906-1908.
so
nice
Itlooks
and
comfortable on themap, but inreality
itis very
a
serious
and difficult thing to cross thewhole of Tibet from north to
south. Ileft Lehon August 12, 1906, with
thestrongest caravan I
haveever had: twenty-five Ladakis, ninety-sevenponies and mules, and
thirtyponies hired for
thefirst month. Of theanimals only six came
through. Dr.Arthur
recommended to meyoung
Neve had
Robert,
a
Babu,
proved to bea
several scientific observations
who
veryexcellent help
in
with
andfavourite
a
both Ladakis, Tibetans,and myself. My
noble friend
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of so many Asiatic years, Sir Francis Younghusband, lad been kind
enough to provide me with the very best caravan-bashi that could be
got, Mohamed Isa, who had been with Younghusband to Mus-tagh and
Lhasa, and was Rtyder'sand Rawling's caravanleader; he was at the side
of de Rhins when he was murdered ill Eastern Tibet, 1894, and he had
an experience of thirty years of Asiatic travel. I shall never forget
the great kindness with which HI.II. The Maharaja of Kashmir, his
private secretary, Daya Kishen Kaul, antl, in Leh, Captain PIatterson,
helped me in erery possible way to get together a really first-class
caravan.
WVewenttnorth-east over Marsimik-la,crossed the Karakorumeast of
Chang-lung-yogma,crossedLing-shi-tang and Aksai-chin,crossedDeasy's,
Rawling's,and Wellby's routes, kept east and east-north-east,and turned
southl-eastbetween the routes of Bower and de Rhins. On the heights
of the Buka-mangnarange we lost nine mules in one day, but to the south
the country became more alndtmore hospitable, with plenty of glrass andl
water. After eighty-tlhree days' loneliness we found the first noqmads,
and then we passed black tents almost every day, and could buy
yaks to replace our dead animals. We left to the east the lake which
de Ehins calls Ammoniac lake, continued straight south to Bog-tsangtsangpo, which I followed a couple of days to get a connection with my
map of 1901, turned again south-east, crossing two considerableranges;
from one of them just a little bit of Dangra-yum-tso could be seen to
the south. We reached Ngangtse-tso on December 28, and here
appearedmy old friend, Hladje Tsering, with a little escort to stop me.
The first day he told me I could never proceedin this direction-I had
to leave Naktsang territory at once and go north or west; but the next
day he gave me permissionto continue towards Shigatse. I have never
been able to understand why Hladje Tsering changed his mind, but I
have lheard that this cost him his place and rank. Perhaps it was
wrong of me to expose him to such a great risk, but I believed he had
got some secret order during his stay in my camp, and he probably
believed I had got some private permission to visit Shigatse. Moreover, my geographical morals are quite different to my ordinary morals,
and if I can possibly make any geographical discoveries-I go on.
And on we went south-east, crossing six passes. I really do not
know why I hurried on this time much quicker than usual, without
stopping anywhere and making very long marches. It was as if some
invisible force had pushed me on, and even when we reached Ye-shung,
on the northern bank of tlhoTsangpo, where several great gunpas were
a strong temptation to visit, I did not stop, but hurried on to Shigatse,
and entered the city late in the eveningof February 9, 1907. On the
11th, in the morning, arrived one lama and one officialfrom Devashung;
they told me news had reached Lhasa from Itladje Tsering, and at once
they were sent with a little force to Ngangtse-tso to stop me and force
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they hurried on in
me to return. And when they heard I was gone,
me. If I had
after
half
a
and
day
my steps and reached Shigatse a
the town,
reached
have
never
should
I
travelled just a little slower
Lama.
Tashi
the
and
never seen Tashi-lunpo
on this line from
The most important geographical discoveries
we
mountain sytems
Ngangtse-tso to Shigatse were the very high
system
of
river
crossed in Se-la, and south of it thecomplicated
the
with
junction
its
My-chu, which joins Raga-tsangpo one day above
tributaries to the upper
northern
greatest
the
of
one
is
and
Tsangpo,
a biting January gale
Brahmaputra. When I stood on Se-la, and in
on after having crossed
later
sketched a panorama of the whole horizon, and
this labyrinth of
and
mountains
this complicated world of enormous
not possibly be
could
range
this
that
deep wild valleys, I understood
mighty range which is
anything else but the western continuation of the
Tengri-nor, the highest
situated on the southern shore of Nam-tso or
So when I wrote to
known summit of which is Nien-chen-tang-la.
Nien-chen-tang-la.
range
MajorO'Connor I proposed to call the whole
fairly well known.
years
several
for
was
range
The eastern part of this
and BrahmaSalwen
the
between
a
watershed
be
It was known to
in
it in 1881, probablyin
putra. The famous pundit, A.KI., had crossed crossed
1845
in
it
Gabet had
and Abbe
Nub-kong-la. Abbe
Eue
which for
taken byA.K., and
which
been
again had
Shang-shung-la,
with
pilgrims
Mongolian
innumerable
centuries hasbeen crossed by
pass
pilgrims
as the Mohammedan
thesame feelings of exaltation
Arafat on their way to Mecca.
Mount
crossed
Furtherone step westward we have the pass Dam-largen-la
west
in 1874,and just
by theadmirable andnoble pandit, NainSingh,
his
on
crossed by Littledale
of Nien-chen-tang-la there is Guring-la,
same
return
the
hewas forced to
1894-95, when
memorablejourney,
important from areligious point
way. Guring-la and Dam-largen-la are
wander round Nam-tso, andsome
Manypilgrims every year
of view.
ring, thereby walking over
of them include Nien-chen-tang-la in the
on the shore of this the
the twopasses. Several gunpas are situated
the
Three journeys round the lake absolve
greatest lake of Tibet.
existence
happier
him sure of a
of
pilgrim from all his sins and make follow
Then
Tsebo-la andShugu-la,
when hewill benext re-born.
finally the last hitherto
which Ihave got only verbal information, and
1872.
crossed
by Nain Singh in
known pass to the west, Kalamba-la,
situation of this range was
So far the geographical and orographical
draw the range
known before, when I crossed Se-la and could thus
this range
I suspected already that
some 100 miles further to the west.
told
O'Connor
continues far, far to the west-north-west, and Major
thing,
same
long suspected the
me in a letter from Gyantse that he had
from verbal information
of
partly
pundits and
partly from the reports
right.
he had got in Tibet, and he proved to be perfectly
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But what did we really know? Nothing, or next to nothing ! Did
the geographical literature of any time or any country contain a word
about this range except some meagre hypothesis? No, nothing! Nain
Singh had.,followed the Brahmaputravalley up in 1865, and so did
Ryder andRawling, Wood and Bailey, on their journey to Gartok,
which has given to geographical science the best and most accurate
map that ever has been made in Tibet. But from their route in the
Tsangpo valley the head range cannot be seen from a single point, as I
found afterwards by my own experience. One sees several gangris, or
nmounts,with eternal snow and ice, but one does not see thehead range,
or rather watershed,itself, and one has not the slightest idea of the very
complicatedarchitecture further north. Verbal informationwill lead to
nothing, as I found. I asked people, especially merchants,who had been
up to the north for years every year, and got them to tell where they
camped, where they went over passes, where lakes and rivers were
situated; but when I tried to get some certain conclusion the result
what M[ajorRyder
proved to be hopeless confusion. I do not know
it was a high
he
believed
the
to
of
the
north;
probably
believed
country
of which was situated about
or
ridge
range
highest
the
plateau-land,
3l? N. lat., andwhere Chachuand Charta-tsangpohad their sources. The
southernboundary of this plateau-landhe probably thought was formed
he
by a border range, several peaks of which he measured,and which
considertransverse
valleys
two
the
by
regardedas broken through in
able rivers mentioned above. I believed, as I have explained in the
fourthvolume of my last scientificwork, that it was ahighland with two
conclusion
rangesparallel xith the Tsangpo, and I had arrived at this
seen; but
of
he
not
those
heard
but
had
which
from Nain Singl's lakes,
of the
knew
really
little
we
How
wrong.
it all proved to be perfectly
unknown
name
a
absolutely
to the
Province,"
Dokthol
the
country-"
Captain
letter
a
from
I
also
shown
by
Rawling, in
natives-is
got
which he expresses the theory that the great northern tributaries of
the Tsangpo comefrom the Central Lakes,discovered by Nain Singh, and
excellent
exactly the same theory is found in Sir Thomas Holdich's
book,' Tibet the Mysterious,' which was published after Ryder's and
Rawling's expedition. So all of us who had specially paid attention
we lost
to this problem, knew absolutely nothing of the country, and
as
they
no real
little
had
value,
ourselves in hypotheses of very
foundation.

But first let us leave Shigatse. I stayed six weeks there, or rather
in Tashi-lunpo, where I spent the whole time. The Tashi-lama, or
Panchen Rinpoche (Banchin Bogdo, as he is called by the Mongolians),
in
is one of the most remarkable and fascinating men I have met
my life, and I shall never forget the great hospitality and kindness
he showed me as long as I was his guest. I arrived just at the
Loiar, or New Year's festivals, and was invited to every day's play.
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How very wonderful and picturesque it all was. The Losar hymns of
Tashi-lunpo made a deeper impression upon me than even the Church
music in Kasansky Soborin Petersburg, or Uspensky Sobor in Moscow.
They are full of faith and longing, of mysticism and harmony, and they
lead the listener away to the land of dreams and hope. To begin with,
they go in crescendo and then in diminuendo as far, far away as if the
singers were already at the gates of Nirvana.
During my stay in Shigatse I made acquaintance with another man
whom I shall never forget, MIajorO'Connor,although I never met
him personally; but we were in very lively correspondence,and he
gave me anllyamount of valuable information and advice. The Chinese
IHighCommissioner,Thang Darin, and the Amban of Lhasa, Lien Darin,
were extremely polite and kind in their letters to me; they probably
wished me to go to Gyantse, as it would be easier to get me down to
India from there. But I did not go to Gyantse at all. The Tibetan
authorities of Lhasa seemed not to know at all what to do with me.
They have hardly made acquaintance with anybody who has been so
difficult to get rid of as me--except Younghusband,of course. One day
in Shigatse I got three big boxes from Major O'Connor. They contained a whole library of books and all sorts of most delicious tins, cakes,
biscuits, wine, liquors, and champagne. Imagine me drinking champagne quite alone in my tent in Tibet. Every day in Shigatse I proposed O'Connor'shealth at my lonely dinner.
As to the ambassadorsfrom Lhasa, who had to deal with me as to
which way to return, I would not tell them openly that my wish was to
take some northern road where I could study the great range of Nienchen-tang-la further to the west. I thought they would be suspicious,
and stop me altogether. But I managed to get permission to take
the Raga-tsangpo road, and from there the escort took me up over
the head range again, which I crossed in the pass Chang-la-Pod-la,
and thus I got some 50 miles more of the western continuation of the
range.
Now it was my intention to go to Dangra-yum-tso, discovered by
Nain Singh, and by help of some rupees the escort agreed to take me
down there. As I have said, my geographical moralsare a funny sort of
thing, but well-they give me their lakes and mountains, and I give
them my rupees, and both parties are extremely pleased and satisfied
with each other; but for them, of course,it is a risk. Now this time,
when we were two short marches from the lake, and it could be seen in
the north as a thin blue line, I was stopped by a force from Shansa
dsong and made to go down to Raga-tasam. But I had fixed the
situation of Targo-gangri, Targo-tsangpo,and Sershik-gumpa, all three
heard of but not visited by Nain Singh. AndI had discoveredShuru-tso,
a ratherbig lake at the very northern foot of the head range. And now
I crossed this range again in Angden-la, continuing it some 60 miles
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fulrther west. In Baga-tasam I touched Ryder's and Rawling's route
for the first time since Shigatse.
Dangra-yum-tso is much too big on Nain Singh's map, and his
Mun-tso, two small lakes, are situated not south but west of southern
Both Targo-gangri, one of the most magnificent snow
Dangra-yum-tso.
mountains with glaciers I have seen in Tibet, and Dangra-yum-tso (or
Dangra, as it is usually called) are holy; it is exactly the same combination as MIansarowar and Kailas in the west, and Nam-tso and Nienchen-tang-la in the east. It'takes the pilgrim five days to go round the
lake; the water is slightly salt, but they drink it anyhow, as it is holy,
and a man or a pony who has drunk of it will for ever be safe from
wolves and robbers and sickness. At the eastern foot of Targo-gangri,
one day south of the lake, is Sershik-gunpa, a comparatively rich templemonastery. The lamas belong to the Pl'embo sect. I do not know exactly
the difference between the Pembos and the orthodox, but when the
orthodox say, " On mane padme hum," the Pembos say, " On mate moti
sale do," and they hate each other heartily. As the Greek Catholics
make the sign of the cross from right to left, whereas the Roman
Catholics do it from left to right, so the Pembos have the little funny
peculiarity of turning their prayer-wheels the wrong way, and both, of
course, believe the other will burn in eternal fire, or, at any rate, be
re-born in a very poor and miserable form of existence.
From Raga we went to Saka-dsong, leaving the beautiful snowmassive of Chomo-uchong, or " The High Nun," to our left. In Saka
Mohammed Isa died, and was buried strictly after the Mohammedan
ritual. One year later some Tibetans told me that ghosts were haunting
the grave every night, and from the interior of the grave one heard
mysterious sounds and sighs, so nobody dared to come near it.
Several times I tried to get permission to go north to see more of the
great range and the country north of the Tsangpo, but always in vain;
once we tried to slip over, but were stopped by Bongba men. I wrote to
Lien Darin and Thang Darin with special mail-runners. Lien replied,
certainly I could take a northern road if I liked; but I got his letter
three months too late. Thang said he could under no conditions let me
go to the north-west, " as both people and country are wild there." I
It was really hard to go further and
wonder how he knew that.
further west, and to leave more and more of the great unknown country
to my right, because this patch north of the upper Brahmaputra was
the greatest white patch in Asia, with only one exception, a part of the
Arabian desert.
The Gova of Tradum, a great scoundrel, but one of my best friends
in Tibet, let me go south over the Tibetan frontier and down into Nepal.
The Himalayan watershed pass one crosses here * is only about 300 feet
* Kore-la.
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above the Tsangpo, and it should be an easy matter for modern
engineering to dig a channel and force the upper Brahmaputra to
become a tributary to the Ganges, although I really do not know if
northern India would become more happy for that; the Tibetans
would be awfully angry, that is sure.
The next problem that interested me specially was to find the source
of the Brahmaputra, and I have described in a short note how this trip
was successfully carried out, so I will not take up time with it now.
It was a proud feeling to stand at the three-headed source of the
magnificent river that goes out in the ocean near Calcutta, Brahmas
son, famous in the ancient history of India. But perhaps it was still
more wonderful, some time later on, to camp over a night at the little
rock from which the Indus comes out as an abundant spring, growing bigger and bigger on its adventurous way down through the
mountains, singing its eternal songs between the rocks, the same
melodies as in the M{acedonian's time. I had a feeling as if the fate ot
my own life through this river in some little way got connected with
his, although 2200 years lay between us and sans comparaison, of course.
But all this, as well as the interesting question of the watershet
between the Brahmaputra and the Sutlej, and how the Sutlej still,
although underground, comes from Mansarovar and Rakas-tal; further,
my adventurous navigation days and nights over those two lakes, my
pilgrimage round the holy mount of Kailas or Kang Rinpoche, and my
journey up to Yumba-matsen and down to Gartok-all this has to be
left to my next book.
The two passes Lachen-la and Jukti-la, which I crossed on this trip,
are situated in the very considerable range which stretches north-west
to south-east, one day north of Mount Kailas, and which I was almost
sure was the same range I had crossed in Se-la, Chang-la-Pod-la and
Angden-la. Between Jukti-la and Lachen-la are Dopchen-la and Hle-la,
and west of Jukti-la several easy passes-for instance, Pema-la. At
Chang-la it has been crossed by innumerable explorers and hunters.
The Indus follows the south-west foot of the range the whole way to
Gilgit, and the range goes through Ladak, Baltistan, and Chitral, and
seems to be in very near relationship with the Hindu-Kush, thus going
through Afghanistan also. But here was the weak point: it had never
been proved that this western range was uninterruptedly one and the
same as the eastern one south of Tengri-nor, and when I had come so
far, I would give my life to solve this beautiful problem, which might
certainly be called the most important and magnificent geographical
problem still left to be solved in Asia. But when I reached Gartok I
was far from the definite solution. Between Angden-la and Lachen-la
I had left a gap some 300 miles long, and of this gap I knew nothing,
although I and Nain Singh were the single explorers who had gone round
it. Only step by step should I be able to understand and to penetrate
No. IV.-APRIL, 1909.]
2 c
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into the very soul of this gigantic world of mountains. It takes timeof course it must take time to digest such an enormous lot of stone as
this mountain system. It can be done only successively and with an
angel's patience. Every new pass over the head range will make the
complicated orography clearer and open new perspectives.
Well, when I arrived in Gartok I was sure I could not leave Tibet
without having crossed the unknown country at least once. If I
succeeded in this, it was my plan to reach India vid Nepal. And
so we began to try and demoralize the younger Garpun (the other was
sick) in the most horrible way. The great Ladaki merchant, Gulam
Razoul, to whom the Garpun is in debt for big sums, tried all possible
ways to get permission for me to go eastwards into the unknown. Iie
said that when our animals died we had been obliged to bury some
precious boxes somewhere to the east, and had to go and fetch them
now, which was, of course, a formidable lie, as we had not lost so much
as a box of matches; but the Garpun replied that he did not care a bit
for my lost boxes, and that it was more important for him not to lose
his own head, which he was sure of if he let me go into the forbidden
country. Then Gulam Razoul told him I should give him two thousand
rupees if he let me go, but he answered dramatically: " If this house
were of solid gold, and he gave it to me, I should not take it; if he tries
to slip over to the east without permission, I will send armed men to
catch him." So he was too strong for us, and I had to think over a
quite different scheme.
I decided to go round again and to enter the Chang-tang from the
north, and cross the whole of Tibet diagonally once more. I knew it
was a matter of half a year to reach regions which were only one month
from Gartok, and this half year was the winter. But now, of course,
the Garpun was suspicious, so much the more as he saw me buy twentyone Tibetan mules from Gulam Eazoul.
From Gartok we sent couriers to Gulam Razoul's father in Leh,
old Haji Naser Shah, to arrange a quite new complete caravan for me.
He would even provide me with new men; not a single man of the
first set should follow me, as they might have been recognized later
on. When I reached Durguk, November 30, 1907, the new caravan
had arrived the very same day, and everything was ready.
In Gartok I had told everybody that I was going to Khotan and
Peking. Even Haji Naser Shah and the new eleven men believed this
was the plan. I went so far as to send a telegram to Reuter about
Khotan. It was quite necessary that nobody should suspect anything
else, because Rudok-dsong has spies in Ladak, specially one in Durguk,
and if he should have got the slightest suspicion about the real plan, we
should have been stopped somewhere north of Rudok. My new caravanbashi, Abdul Kerim, was a perfectly honest man, but the greatest ass I
have ever met. I ordered him to take corn for the animals for three
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months, but as he was sure we should go to KIhotan he took corn only
for twenty-one days. For the men, fortunately, he took five months'
provisions as ordered. I had one little tent, the men two bigger. My
luggage was reduced to a minimum, three boxes only; amongst their
contents there were two complete Ladaki dresses, as it was my intention
to travel in disgulise as a Ladaki merchant as soon as we came across
natives. Only three ponies, two mules and one dog were veterans from
the first journey.
Perhaps somebody might recognize them. Oh no,
they were all dead long ago, when we met the first Tibetans. All the
rest, men and forty animals, were new.
We left Durguk on December 4, and it was a hard journey that
began now, the hardest I have ever made. We penetrated deeper and
deeper into the heart of Asia, but also into the heart of a new winter, and
a winter on those enormous altitudes. From Sheyok we took a man, who
had to look after our twenty-six sheep; and as he was a new addition
to the caravan we became thirteen--but we were not superstitious.
We met several caravans from Yarkand. One of them was a perfect
wreck, and had lost fifty-two ponies on the road. In one caravan I met
my old servant, Mollah Shah, who was also with Littledale, and now he
had not been to his home in Cherchen since he left me in 1902--what a
wonderful life of wanderings and struggle they live, those Asiatics.
Most of the Yarkandis advised me to wait till spring, as the Karakorum pass was very bad. The whole way is full of dead ponies.
At one place, during two hours' ride, I reckoned sixty-three.
Some of
them looked as if they were taking a rest only, some were half-buried in
snow; the dogs barked at them until they got accustomed to see
them. At several places we passed heaps of boxes and big packets of
silk left by caravans that had lost all their animals-it is like ships
having to throw all their cargo overboard when they begin to sink.
It is a real Via Dolorosa; those grey granite rocks could tell no end
of sufferings they have witnessed; in the night one thinks one can
hear the sighs and heavy breathing of an endless carnival of animals,
the veterans not able to walk any further.
The Karakorum pass can never be improved-it
is the absolute
height that kills. But in the Sheyok valley, where the road crosses
the half-frozen river twenty-five times, something could be done. It
may be strategically wise to leave the bad boundary roads as they
are; but trade with Eastern Turkestan suffers from it. -In the Durguk
valley a couple of dynamite cartridges would improve that horrible road
immensely.

We passed a man who had been abandoned with both hands and feet
frozen on the Karakorum; the fingers were literally falling off. He
said he was creeping down to Sheyok. We gave him bread, flour,
matches, and some rupees. In the nights the moonshine was brilliant,
the mountains stood like black coffins on both sides of the valley, with
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the blinding white snowfields over them. A lonely raven followed
us for a month; I hate them; they only wait in case somebody may
be left behind. But on December 16 the caravan got an additionfour puppies; two were drowned, one died the very day he opened
hlis eyes to get a glilllpse of this cold mllysterious world; but the last
one camnewith me to Sinfla.
At Burtse, where the cold went down to -35? C. (63? of frost Fahr.),
I mladethe first discovery during this journey--only eight days' corn left.
To return to get more had been to spoil the whole plan. I was quite prepared that all the animals should die, and we should have to go on foot
as far as we could. Now just here a big valley from the east seemed to
invite us; if we found a road here we should save several days. A man
was sent up and reported that the way was excellent, so we went on and
marched the whole long day to a point where the valley was so blocked
that hardly a monkey would have been able to continue further. The
country was absolutely sterile. In the night the animals were kept
tied up; they ate two sacks and most of their ropes. So the next day we
hurried down the same way; we had lost three precious days, all were
tired, and the situation looked rather hopeless. MIohambedIsa's pony
from Shigatse was the first to die; he looked tired and done for where
he had fallen in the snow; he seemed to need a long, long rest. The
raven at once pecked out his eyes. Now our sheep began to die of cold,
height, and fatigue.
On the evening of December 23, in the ravine
Kisil-unkur, the men, eight of whom were Mohammedans, began to sing
a rhythmic and melodious hymn to Allah, praying him to let us cross
the Dapsang without a snowstorm. And still nobody knew my real plan.
So they were rather astonished when I, the next day, gave orders on
the heights of Dapsang to turn straight east. We left the Karakorum
pass to the north, went over the range by another pass, and the whole
day we ploughed a track through deep snow. The night came down
over the enormous snowfields, biting cold; the temperature went down
to the freezing point of mercury (- 38?'6 C., 69-? of fiost Fahr.).
I
fire
The
Eve.
Christmas
it
was
in
had two candles and a nice
my tent, as
next morning one pony lay dead and hard on his place amongst the rest.
And now our difficulties began. The Mohammedans were constantly
singing prayers to Allah, with their eternal "Allahu Ekber" and
"Allhamdulillah rabel alahmin errahman errahim." I understood they
The
were afraid and regarding the situation as specially serious.
ordinary profane songs of Ladak had long ago frozen away on their
lips. Over comparatively open land we kept east. No grass at all, but
where burtse and yapchan plants grew we used to camp. Not a drop
of water; the animals had to eat snow. The cornwas finished, and rice
and flour from the men's provisions given to the animals-we only took
care that asupply for fifty days should bekept aside.
In the beginning of January we lost ourselves in a labyrinth of
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mountains, passes, and deep valleys, all belonging to the Upper KaraOn January 11 we
kash-darya, going down to Eastern Turkestan.
camped at the very samlle point as last year, on the shore of the
Aksai-chin lake. It was like a funeral procession; every day took a
llmuleor a pony, sometimes two. All boxes, books that were read, and other
unnecessary things were used as firewood. In the night of January 15
the cold was -3:)'8
C. (71?'0 of frost Fahr.), the lowest I have ever
read. During the periods of intense continental winter cold we had
fortunately no wind to talk of. Ovis Am mon and Orongo antelopes were
numlerous now, and once our hunter killed two, and the two last sheep
were spared for a time. On January 18 we had lost one-fourth of the
caravan; the next day we found the first signs of Tibetan hunters, and
on the 20thlla hard storm killed two animals, one of which was the last
mule I had bought from the Rajah of Poonsh. Now began a storm that
went on for weeks without interruption and killed all our weaker animals
On January 26 we crossed Arport-tso on the ice, which was covered with
Two days later we lost three animals,
snow, green and clear as glass.
and the last sheep was killed.
On the following days heaps of snow came down; we proceeded hopelessly slowly through 2 feet of snow, sometimes 3. Nothing could be
seen; the first ponies and mules in the caravan disappeared as phantoms
in the snow-drifts.
At the western end of Shemen-tso I thought we
should be snowed
up for the rest of the winter. It snowed day and
night; walls of snow gathered round the tents; it was more like aPolar
expedition.
The storm continued asbefore.
We followed the northern
shore of Shemen-tso. On February 5sixteen animals out of
forty were
left. Once more everything that could be spared was burnt. We had
nomeat left, andalmost all rice was given to the last animals;
it was
necessary to make the loads lighter.
The next dayone mule andone
pony died.
OnFebruary 8we passed a trap with anOrongo antelope in it, and
were
happy to get meat. Of course this was a sign that hunters
all
were near, and later in the day we found two tents, and could buy a
coupleof sheep, milk, and butter.
During sixty-seven days wehad not
seena man. Now all myEuropean clothes were
burnt,and Iappeared
indisguise quite like the other Ladakis. OnFebruary 15 we crossed
the Karakorum range again, which killed three of our animals,
amongstthem my riding pony, which hadcarried mefaithfully through
somany adventures for one and ahalf years, and saved mewhen once
awild yak was very near to take both him and me on his horns. It
was morehard than I can tell to lose him. On theother side wepassed
some gold-mines. Andso we left
Deasy's and Rawling's routes behind
us,passed Lemchung-tso, always in storm, and entered new country.
Again, since acouple of animals haddied, several things were
burnt
orthrown into Lemchung-tso, even some thermometers, clothes, boots,
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belts, etc. February 24 we had still three ponies and seven mules,
one-fourth of the caravan, left. Two days later great goldfields again.
The 29th we reached Lumburringmo-tso, where the Senkor nomads
said that never had any Ladaki merchants passed through Chang-tang,
least of all in winter, and that we had a European hidden amongst us.
We stayed two days with them, got friends, and bought twelve sheep
for loads. For several days the storm was so hard that it was impossible
to mnove.
On March 7 we camped on the bank of a river going southwest and frozen all over. One mule died, and the two dogs stayed
with her to get a nice meal-they were never heard of afterwards.
The storm made it impossible for them to follow our footsteps. As
one of them was my special favourite since Srinagar, I felt quite
lonely in my tent since she was gone. Now we had only the threemonths'-oldpuppy left. During the five journeys I have made in Asia,
the first in 1885-86, I have had hundreds of servants, and I have forgot
many of them. But I have not forgotten a single one of the dogs; they
stand before my memory as clear and alive as if I had left them
yesterday. And it is always more difficultto say good-bye to the dogs
than to the men; the men go home to their friends and families and
will be quite happy, but the dogs have no home and nobodyto go to, and
nobody will be kind to them afterwards,and when I leave them they
look after me with long wondering melancholy eyes, and I cannot
possibly take them all home with me; I should have a real exhibition
of Asiatic dogs by this if I did. Once I took a dog from Lop the whole
way to Peking, through Mongolia and Siberia to Petersburg; but as it
was forbiddenby that time to take dogs over from Russia into Sweden,
I had to give him to a friend in Pulkova. But there he almost killed
half a dozen old women and every cat within a radius of three miles.
So my friend gave him to a peasant, with whom, I suppose,he continued
his wild Asiatic robber life.
And so we reached the district of Nagrong, with two stone houses
and a big temple tent belonging to the Gertse Pun. From here the
ground was excellent, an open latitudinal valley, but there was still
much snow, and the storm went on. March 16 we camped on the
shore of Tong-tso, and now we passed tents everywhere and could buy
sheep and a couple of yaks. I had to paint my face and hands black
every morning, but I could never get so dirty as the Ladakis. So we
turned south, leaving the beautiful gangri Shakangsham to the east,
crossed two small passes, and beard of Karma Puntso, the Governor of
Bongba-it was critical to be so near to him. Once we bought a pony
and a big dog, Takkar, wild as a wolf; he soon became our friend
and favourite, and was quite mad with fury at every Tibetan he
saw. The following days we went through a real labyrinth of mountains stretching east to west, crossed Kangsham-tsangpo, Chaklam-la,
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Sangchen-chu,Sangchen-la and Ladung-la. Ourcaravanconsisted now of
two ponies, three mules, two yaks, and twenty-five sheep, all under loads.
And so we met the great mercllhant,TIsongpunTashi, who stays here
over tlhe winter selling tea to the nomads on credit; in the sumner,
when they have sold their sheel) wool, they pay their deblts. He came
to pay us a visit, and as he seemed very interested in our tents and
their contents, Abdul Kerim cried to Kutus, one of my Ladakis, and
HIajiBaba (thlat was me) to go and catch a pony that had run away in
the mountains. Tl'songpunTashi is a powerful man from Lhasa, and it
was nice to come away from him without any further adventures. In
three days we passed thirty-two tents, and I had to go on foot and
drive the sheep. On April 1 we crossed Satsot-la and came down to
Ghunit-tso, and followed its western shore for one day; here we met a
great salt caravan frolllmTabie-tsaka, from which most of central and
eastern Tibet get their supply of salt. Alvays keeping straight south
we went over Nima-lung-la and reached the district of Kemnarwith
several t;entvillages.
One of the mighty head ranges north of the upper Brahmaputra is
nowvisible beautifully with great snowfieldsand glaciers. Turning southeast we had the magnificent Hlunpo-gangri to our right for several
days, and for six days we followed the big river Buptsang-tsangpo up
to Samje-la, situated in the watershed, and now it struck me that only
Trans-Himalayawas the right name. So I had controlled the existence
of the system some 110 miles further west from Angden-la. It was an
agreeable feeling to go down along rivers reaching the Indian ocean,
the Samje river, the Rukyok-tsangpo and Chaktak-(not Charta,which is
wrong) tsangpo. We met and passed several salt caravans to and from
Tabie-tsaka; one of them told the authorities of Saka-dsong that they
had seen Ladaki merchants on a very unusual route.
It was my wish to see as much as possible of Chaktak-tsangpoand
the gangris fiom which it gets its great volume of water, and so I went,
like a thief behind the mountains which are seen from the "tasam,"
following Chaktak-tsangpo, leaving it to the left where it comes from
a valley in Kanchung-gangri, followed its left tributary Gabuk-chu to
the east, and reached an enormous tent belonging to two brothers,
Kamba Tsenam and Panchor. They were kind, sold us provisions,
sheep, and a pony, and would show us the road over the two passes,
Gebuk-la and Kinchen-la, as they said it was impossible to find the road
in that labyrinth of mountains without a guide, especially as it snowed
heavily now again. They found it very strange that Ladaki merchants
took this road, and said it would be a wonder if we could keep clear
of robbers; therefore, of course, the Mohammedansbegan to sing their
hymns to Allah again.
We had passed Kinchen-la and camped in a valley going down to

Raga-tasam on April 24, when we saw eight men leading their ponies
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and coming down froml the pass. One could see by their dresses and
arms that they were not ordinary nomads. Some of them went straight
into Abdul Kerim's tent; their servants camped just outside the entrance
of my tent where I kept hidden. They had a very lively palaver with
Abdul Kerim; and when they had gone to their camp, from which they
kept their eyes upon my tent, I went the back way into my men's tent;
and now Abdul Kerim told me they were sent from Saka-dsong, as the
authorities there suspected amongst us was hidden Hedin Sahib from
the last year. If they were mistaken they had orders anyhow to look
through all our luggage; and then Abdul Kerim had only to write a
statement that no European was hidden amlnongst us, and we could
continue our journey.
At once I saw clearly the whole situation and the course to take.
To write such a statement was a little too strong even for my elastic
geographical morals, so I told mllyLadakis I should tell the Tibetans
the truth, happen what would afterwards. The honest men began to
weep as children, believing that I should be killed on the spot at least.
13ButI rose and went down to the Tibetans and sat down between them
at their fire. I put my hand on the shoulder of my old friend, Pemba
Tsering, from last year, and asked him if he did not recognize me at all.
He only opened his eyes as wide as he could and looked round at his
comrades without saying a word, but his looks meant as much asit is him. After a few minutes we were all friends, chattering and
joking as if our meeting had been the most natural thing in the world.
I had a delicious feeling of freedom now since I was caught again
by the Tibetans; I was no longer a prisoner in my own tent. I did not
need any more to paint myself black as a Morian. I could wash-well,
I won't tell what the water looked like after the first bath.
If I had not been discovered here I should have continued eastwards,
and I had the little arttere Tensee to come one day as a Ladaki beggar to
Major O'Connor, and after some extraordinary conversation I should
ask him for some more champagne and tell him who I was. But now
we were caught, and now the principal thing for me was to play my
cards well. I had crossed the province of Bongba only once, and now
I wondered if I should be able to cross it on one or two other lines.
Panchor was in our camp, and he told me such a lot of interesting things
of Bongba, that if I had been perfectly free to go wherever I liked
in Tibet, I should have gone to Bongba, and my dream was now to
finish up definitely with the problem of Trans-Himalaya.
I cannot tell now all my extraordinary experiences during the
following days, our meeting in Semoku with the authorities of Sakadsong, the distinguished Pun Dortche Tsuen, with attendants and
escort, all in pomp and show, my real friendship with him, our
picturesque journey back to Kamba Tsenam's tent, the kindness with
which he let me take the very road I proposed-certainly not without
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risk for himself--no, I say, the eight days we were together would
give material to a nice little book about the ways and views of the
Tibetans. Well, I love them, I feel the deepest sympathy with them;
they were always kind and polite and hospitable to me, and went as
far as they possibly could without being disloyal to their own country,
and after half a day's acquaintance we were as if we had known each
other fromchildhood. The Lopliks used to call me Padishahim, or
Your Majesty, and of course that title was more than enough for my
Rinpoche, or
ambition, but the Tibetans of Bongba called me always
Lama
and Tashi
Dalai
is
the
to
given
YoulrHoliness, the same title as
me.
But
it was
for
much
too
I
little
a
Lama,and that thought was
thing.
natural
a
as
quite
attention
the
and
I accepted
well meant,
Kamba
at
and
Nun,"
"High
the
round
went
In their company we
of
Tsenam's tent everything was arranged. I should have only five
over
Samrje-la
go
would
Kerim
Abdul
under
rest
the
my men with me,
to Buptsang-tsangpo, where we had to meet. This was an excellent
arrangement; it caused no end of confusion. The people of Bongba
certainly believed Abdul Kerim's party was the head caravan, because
caused them a lotof difficulties,
Karma Puntsohimself and six Govas
and nowin Tibetan dress, as all
I
men,
when passed with only five
and
and my Ladakithings worn
ago,
long
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own
to
went
their
thefire died away and my guests
straight
On May6 we said good-bye to our newfriends, andwent
of
all myTrans-Himalayan
northto the mostimportant andinteresting
a fellow came to my
the
evening,
In
in
Gyegong-lungpa,
crossings.
and when
tent,telling me he had seen meseven years ago in Nakchu,
that is
but
he
I asked what his profession was,
answered-robber;
usthat
told
Tsenam
the
way, Kamba
anotherstory, as Kipling says. By
them.
with
friend
he was" the father of all Tibetan robbers,"anda great
range,
The next day we crossed by Gyegong-la the Kanchung-gangri
which is not the head range, but broken through by the Chaktak-tsangpo.
rivulets
In Lapchung-tso, situated to the north of this range, all the
Chaktakform
upper
the
meet, which, coming from the head range,
road,being also a pilgrim's road,
great
Here
passed
we
a
trade
tsangpo.
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toK ang Rinpoche (Kailas). The country of Lapchun g is very high
and cold, and the winter remains here much longer than elsewhere in
the Trans-Himalayan Alps. Several important rivers begin from this
and Chaktak-tsangpo to
upheaval: the Keddo-tsangpo, Raga-tsangpo,
the south, Buptsang-tsangpo and Soma-tsangpo to the north.
On May 12 we went over Sangmo-bertik-la, surrounded by glaciers
-the rock, as in all Trans-Himalayan passes I know, consisting of
different varieties of granite. WVild yaks are numerous. Almost every
daly we had storm and snow. So we crossed the Soma-tsangpo, which is,
I should say, the biggest of all rivers i the interior of Tibet. It comies
from the western sidce of the Shuru-tso range and empties into Telrinlam-tso. May 19 we crossed Teta-la, from where one has themlost
brilliant view over the whole Teri-nam-tso, Trans-Himalaya, TargoIn this clear atmosphere one sees some 100
gangri, andShakangsham.
light blue, rose and~vhite, and often the
is
everything
miles distant;
a
range and heaven is onlymarked by
mountain
high
between
boundary
Shakangsham is a kingly
snows.
eternal
the
of
line
dotted
the white
mountain, raising its shining white head like a lighthouse over the
It dominates a
gigantic mountain waves of lonely and desolate Tibet.
wider area than any other gangri on the plateau-land, it tells you the
road as the stars in the night, and atlast it disappears under the horizon
as a dream of snow and roses. And the lake is marvellous; one is
charmed and fascinated by the intensity of its colour, at the side of
which the heaven becomes pale and the torquoise loses its attraction.
The lake has been almost correctly placed by Nain Singh, although he
He writes the name Tede-nam-tso;
has never seen it, only heard of it.
"
or
the Throne mountains heaven lake."
it ought to be Teri-nam-tso,
is
a picturesque rocky island.
The water is
In its eastern part there
nobody
had ever heard of here. Two
salt. Nain Singh's Ngangon-tso,
to
shore
the west end, and then went
days we followed the southern
on
the Soma-tsangpo.
The monastery has two
up to Mendong-gunpa
monks, and seventy
is
sixty
a rinpoche,
Kanpo-lamas, one of whom
comfortable
all
in
tents.
I suppose they have
very
dwelling
black
nuns,
winter
evenings.
long
fun
in
the
together
great
So we went up the Soma-tsangpo, crossed Goa-la, left the little
followed one of the great
Karong-tso to our left in Bongba-kemar, and
"'tsalams," or salt-roads, from Raga-tasam to Tabie-tsaka, left to our
right Chunit-tso, which we knew before, and reached the Buptsangwith the caravan which
tsangpo in Bongba-kebyang, our meeting-point
soldiers,
said
we
had disappeared altogether. On June 5
good-bye to the
its
to
down
followed
mouth
the Buptsang-tsangpo
and for three days we
in Tarok-tso. Only two very poor peasants followed us, and I could
have gone wherever I liked.
Tarok-tso has fresh water, but no visible outlet, showing that its
water goes underground to Tabie-tsaka. It was my wish to visit this
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important salt depression, where so many roads meet from all sides of
southern Tibet, but the Gova of the place refused it, telling me to take
the mountain road, which of course proved to be much more interesting,
as I got the remaining unknown part of Trans-Himalaya very clear,
and this would have been absolutely impossible if I had taken the Tabie
road. And I could see Tabie-tsaka from a high mountain. The salt
is said to be upon clay, and there is very little water.
Natives of
Bongba may break as much salt as they like; other caravans have to pay
some tengas to D)evashung for every hundred sheep-loads.
So we passed Lunkar-gunpa, which has twenty lamas, four nuns, and
two rinpoches, being a daughter temple of Sera. Some days north,
not far fromnLakor-tso, there is Marmik-gunpa, with twenty-five monks
and six nuns, and also affiliated to Sera. Lunkar-la is situated in the
same range, which is called Hlunpo-gangri, north of Saka-dsong, but it
is not a first-class watershed, as it divides the water only between
'l'arok-tso and Poru-tso; to this lake Goang-tsangpo goes down. Poru-tso
is salt, and its old beachlines, which I measured, are 108 metres (354 feet)
above the present surface of the lake, showing an enormous desiccation.
At Lakor-tso I had measured old shorelines 133 metres (436 feet) high.
Then we crossed Nyapchu-tsangpo coming from Men-la in TransHimalaya and going to Poru-tso; west of this lake we went over the
beautiful ice- and snow-covered Surla range-I
call it so from Sur-la,
a rather high and difficult pass. On the western side is Rigi-changma,
or Rundor; and here we followed north the big river of Pedang-tsangpo
down to Shovo-tso, which also is salt. Our guides were two boys, one
of them ten years old. I really do not know what the Tibetans were
thinking of, leaving us quite alone.
From Tajep-parva-la one sees almost the whole Nganglaring-tsocalled Ghalaring-tso on our maps. I suppose some pundit has discovered
the lake, although I am not sure if he has ever been there, because the
map is very wrong. He says, " Monastery on island," and has one little
island in the lake; there are five islands, but not a single monastery;
and he makes the lake extend fiom north to south instead of east to
west. We followed this big salt lake for two days west; from the south
Sumdang-tsangpo comes out. From south-west comes Lavar-tsangpo,
which joins with the Aong-tsangpo from west-south-west, a river which
begins from the eastern side of the mountains which to the west give
rise to the Indus.
On June 26 I camped at Selipuk, and was received with the greatest
hospitality by the lamas of this temple. One of them I had met in
Raga-tasam, another in Lelung-gunpa last year, and the Pun, Sonam
Ngurbu, of Clhokchu, was just here on his prilgrimage to Kang Rinpoche.
Him I knew at Shigatse, and he was very polite, as he had seen
how well the Tashi Lama had received me. It was interesting to see
the Pun's caravan; he had a real village of tents, travelled with all
No. IV.-APRIL, 1909.]
2 D
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his household, a hundred persons, had four hundred yaks and four
hundred sheep, and a great and picturesque escort of armed men. He
has two younger brothers, and all three have two wives together, that
means two-thirds of a wife each, which I think is a rather funny
invention. I was very short of money, so his presents of tsamba and
rice and sugar were very welcome; all our silver was with the head
caravan, and when those fellows found us two days later I had exactly
one tenga (= six annas) left, and was about to sell ponies, revolvers and
watches as a wandering Jew.
From Selipuk we went south-west to Tokohen. As this line is
parallel with my journey to Yumba-matsen the previous year, it is of
great interest. Here we cross the Trans-Himalaya by the two passes
Ding-la and Surnge-la, Ding-la being very high, Surnge-la easy,
although it is the head pass, the watershed between Lavar-tsangpogoing
to Nganglaring-tso and the Sutlej. North of Surnge-la is Argok-tso,
from which a tributary goes to Aong tsangpo. Everywhere it would
have been very easy to slip away to the north or east or anywhere, as
nobody looked after us, but by that time I had got about enough of
Tibet after those two long years.
Now only a few words as a resume or conclusion about TransHimalaya. The mapshows that those twoyears of wanderings circulate
arpundand across Trans-Himalaya, and that this mountain system
has been the chief object of my attention, and I believe I will call
mynext book, the dedication of which H.E. the Viceroyhas kindly
'
accepted,
Trans-Himalaya.' Because, even if certain parts of it were
knownbefore, Trans-Himalaya as a whole geographical unitis a new
conqueston our Earth, a new geographical region and signification,
that hasbeen more neglected than even the moon, and nowit willbe
introducedfor evermore into geographical literature, and the poor
schoolboysof future generations will get a new name toremember.
Himalayahas always been regarded as the strongest possible
fortressfor India against eventual dangers from the north; let us
notforget that this fortress-wall, this natural defence ofsolid granite,
isdouble,and it would be rather amusing tosee a northern enemy try
and jumpover those two walls with the Indus-Brahmaputragrave
betweenthem. The Capuchin
Father Georgitells us in hisadmirable
'Althabetum Tibetanum,' how the great Dsnngar Khan Tsagan
book,
Araptanin 1717 sent an army under Seren Donduk from Khotan
through the whole of Tibet to Lhasa,and how this army, although
frightfullydiminished and several times beaten bythe Tibetans, could
Lhasa in the time of Ngavang Yishe Jamtso Dalai Lama. And
conquer
know
from Turner, and lately fro,n SirThomas Holdich'sfascinating
we
how EmperorKiang Lungin 1792 sent an army of 70,000
description,
menfrom Mongolia, Sechuan, andYunnan, toTibet, and how this
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army beat the Gurkhas from Nepal both at Tingri and Kuti since the
But those performances
Gurkhas had plundered Tashi-lunpo twice.
of very irregular troops can hardly be compared with modern warfare.
Even light field artillery could only with the greatest difficulty be
transported over Tibet, and a strategical railway would be an absurdity.
In the great latitudinal valleys there is no hindrance to a railway, but
I cannot see how the material could be brought there, and thenthose valleys do not lead to India. I have tried with camels, highland ponies, Tibetan mules, yaks and sheep, but as a rule one crossing
takes ninety or ninety-three per cent. of the caravan.
Often one
camps at a spring where the grass is just sufficient for one's animnals,
but how should it be sufficient for an army. As a rule even a little
but strong caravan is spoilt and ruined before it reaches those parts
of Central Tibet where grass is abundant, and then it is of no use to
try with ponies and mules from the lowlands. My experience has always
been that ponies from Eastern Turkestan are the first to die, whereas
the Sanskar ponies are the best. I think it is difficult to find another
country that has got--from a strategical and defensive point of viewsuch a favourable geographical situation as India, and all those fears
expressed by Vambery or General McGregor are, to use rather a polite
word, much exaggerated.
As to the name Trans-Himalaya, I should not have introduced it into
geographical literature unless it had had tradition for itself, and the
Viceroy of India had given his approval to it, and I am glad to say His
Excellency has found it good. As I have said, I was about to call the
system, Nien-chen-tang-la, or Hlunpo-gangri, but by that time I had no
clear conception of the enormous dimensions of these mountains. Such
names are not sufficient. Then I was thinking of " the South Tibetan
Mountain system," but that is an ugly and uncomfortable name, whereas
Transhimalaya tells us at once that this mountain system is situated on
the other side of the Himalayas, and is thus a real scientific and
characteristic name that cannot possibly give rise to any kind of
And we have not to go far into Asia
confusion or misunderstanding.
to find cases of precedence. Sakaspijskij Oblast, or Transcapsia, is the
great province on the other side of the Caspian Sea. Transcaucasia,
Transoxiana, and Transbaikalia are all names that do not need any
further explanation. The Transilenian Ala-tau is the range situated
on the other side of Ili. But the most beautiful case of precedence is
found in Fergana, south of which province is the Alai Range. South of
Alai is the great broad valley of Kisil-su, being a right tributary to
Panj or Amu-darya, and south of this valley is a range called Transalai,
because it is situated on the other side of the Alai range. South of
Transalai is the plateauland of the Pamirs. Now everybody will see
how very like this orographical arrangement is to our present case, the
plains of Fergana corresponding to the plains of Northern India, Alai to
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Himalaya, Kisil-su to the Indus-Brahmnaputravalley, Transalai to
Trans-Himalaya, and the plateauland of the Pamirs, the Roof of the
World, to the plateauland of Tibet.
Trans-Himalaya is one of the greatest mountain systems on the earth
regarding its length, breadth and height, and it can only be compared
with the Himalayas, Klwen-lun,Arka-tagh, Karakorum,Tien-Shan, the
Cordillerasde los Andes, the Rocky Mountains. From Nub-kong-la to
Ladak it is 1100 miles long, but east of Nub-kong-la it continues no
doubt some hundred miles south-east and west of Ladak; if it can
be proved that it is in connection with the Hindu-kush, its length
should be some 2000 miles.
Nowhere is it a single range, it is at least two, but as a rule three
or four. In the south its frontier is clearly given by the IndusBrahmaputra valley; in the north I should say the belt of central
lakes, the eastern discovered by Nain Singh, the western by me, is a
quite natural and practical boundary,as the ranges situated to the north
of those lakes, although some of them may be interwoven with the
northern ramifications of the Trans-Himalayan ranges, ought to be
called, " The Central Tibetan Alps." They are much lower than the
Trans-Himalaya. On both sides of them tlhere is comparativelylow
land, two latitudinal depressions correspondingto the great latitudinal
valleys of Chang-tang. In the northern depression we have the Sachutsangpo, Selling-tso, Chargu-tso,Addan-tso, Bogtang-tsangpo, Tong-tso,
Lakor-tso, Luma-ring-tso, etc.; in the southern: Kyaring-tso, Tsikutso, Ngangtse-tso; Dangra-yum-tso, Teri-nam-tso, Tabie-tsaka and
Nganglaring-tso, whereas Nam-tso, Shuru-tso, Karong-tso, Chunit-tso,
Tarok-tso, Poru-tso, Shovo-tso, Argok-tso, and Panggong-tso more intimately belong to the Trans-Himalayas. Amchok-tso, Lapehung-tso,
and Senit-tso are situated south of the head watershed.
The breadth of the Trans-Himalayansystem, where it is broadest,is
some 120 miles, whereas the broadest part of the Himalayas is about
200 miles. The average breadth of our system may be said to be
80 to 100 miles; it is broadest in the middle, in Bongba, and becomes
narrower to the east and west, at Panggong-tso, for instance, its
breadth being only some 30 miles.
I have mentioned the principal eastern passes, and will now add
some more to the west. Between my two passes, Angden-la and
Sangmo-bertik-la,are Tsalam-nakta-la,Dombe-la,and Nakbo-kongdo-la,
the first of which is important, as a great salt road crosses it. Between
Sangmo-bertik-laand Samje-laare Saggo-la and Dicha-la, both of which
I could see from my road. Then comes the great gap between Samje-la
and Surnge-la, where I have not made any crossings, and where the
following passes are situated: Dsalung-la, Lungmar-la, Pechen-la,
Lungnak-la, Jor-la, Ganglung-la, Men-la, Pedang-la, Gebbji-la, and
Tarkyang-la. West of Surnge-la is my Lachen-la. There are said to
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be some other passes used only by hunters, shepherds, and robbers,
but not for trade, travelling, or pilgrimage. West of Yukti-la, which,
I believe, has been crossed by Mr. Calvert some four years ago, there
are several passes, most of them easy, but some snowed over and closed
in winter.
The orographical and hydrographical rank of the Trans-Himalayas
is more distinguished and important than that of the Himalayas.
The western Himalayas are a watershed between the Indus and its
tributaries, the eastern part between the Brahmaputra and the Ganges;
but every drop of water that falls in the Himalayas goes to the ocean.
On the other hand, almost the whole central part of the Trans-Himalayas
is a watershed between the Indian ocean to the south and the selfcontained plateau depressions to the north, from where the water never
reaches the ocean. In the far west the Trans-Himalaya is also a watershed between the Indus and some of its higher tributaries, and in the
far east it is a watershed between the Brahmaputra and the Salwen.
Except the Salwen, there is, within Tibet, only one river that,
beginning from the northern side of the Trans-Himalaya, reaches the
ocean; but this river is a lion, and the Tibetans call it also Singetsangpo, the Indus, which breaks through the range in a transverse
valley. Other rivers from the northern side of the Trans-Himalaya are
doomed to die, or rather, evaporate in salt lakes without outlet. From
east to west the principal of them are: Ngang-chu, Ti-chu, and Bo-chu
to Nam-tso, Ota-tsangpo, and Bara-tsangpo falling into Kyaring-tso, which
is a fresh-water lake; Tagrak-tsangpo to Ngangtse-tso; Targo-tsangpo
to Dangra-yum-tso; Soma-tsangpo to Teri-nam-tso; Buptsang-tsangpo
to Tarok-tso, which is fresh; Goang-tsangpo and Nyapchu-tsangpo to
Poru-tso; Pedang-tsangpo to Shovo-tso; Sumdang-tsangpo, LavarThe great geographical
tsangpo, and Aong-tsangpo to Nganglaring-tso.
and
is
of
curious
this
interesting.
arrangement
very
homology
The principal Trans-Himalayan ranges are, Nien-chen-tang-la,
which further west is called Kanchung-gangri, and dies away to the
north-west, north of Samje-la, then the Targo-gangri-Shuru-tsoLapchung range, finishing at Tarok-tso, and north of it is the Teri-namtso range. Further west we have the Hlumpo-gangri-Lunkar range,
one of the very highest, and then the Surla range between Poru-tso and
Shovo-tso. South of Selipuk is the Ding-la range and the Surnge
range, which is the same as the one north of Kailas, and which further
west is broken through by the Indus.
Transhimalaya is situated in or touches the following provinces:
Kham, Nakchu, U, Tsang, Naktsang, Saka, Chokchu, Bongba, RundorSelipuk, Singtod-singmet, Ngari-khorsum, and Rudok; that is to say,
most of inhabited Tibet.
The province of Bongba, and that of Chokchu, were the only
ones in Tibet which hitherto have remained absolutely unknown to
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Bongba is
Europeans--I believe even their names were unknown.
divided into twelve districts, with a Gova as chief of every one of them.
It is a well-populated country, with a great many tents, sheep, and
yaks; thus the district of Bongba-changma was said to have 300 tents.
During such a year as this, when the grass is bad, as there was no rain
in 1907, a great part of the nomads go north to the central plateauland
where the grass is better.
The province is crossed by innumerable roads. I distinguished
seven different sorts of roads--gold
roads, salt roads, trade roads,
administrative roads, pilgrims' roads, nomads' roads, and robbers'
roads. The last category are practically no roads, as they go where
nobody else is going. The Serpun-lam, or "the gold-inspectors' road,"
also called Ser-lam, or "the gold road," is one of the most important
roads in all Tibet. It begins from Lhasa, crosses Guring-la, passes
Shansa-dsong, goes south of Dangra-yum-tso, north of Teri-nam-tso and
Tabie-tsaka, crosses the Surla range in Ka-la, and continues to Selipuk,
Yumba-matsen, and Tok-jalung. The salt roads, or " Tsalam," converge
from all parts of Tibet to Tabie-tsaka, and many of the Trans-Himalayan
passes I have mentioned are taken by the salt caravans. By administrative roads I mean simply local tracks used by representatives of
certain districts, who, on a certain day every year, come to a certain
place where the Government officials meet to collect the contribution
they have to pay for the right of using the grazing-grounds to their
flocks.

But now I must finish, and I hope you will excuse the length of
this paper. I wrote it between Selipuk and Tokchen, and it is fortythree pages long in manuscript. So, as my diary is a little more than
6200 pages long, I should have to deliver one hundred and forty lectures
like this if I should be able to give all the information I have brought
home. This lecture is thus a very short account of a very long journey,
the results of which it will take two or three years to work out. But,
once put into order and published, I hope it will prove to be of some use
to India, and then my work in the grand loneliness of Tibet will not
have been in vain.
The PRESIDENT
(before the lecture): We welcome here to-night the man who,
without doubt,has done morethan any single individual has ever done to add to
the knowledge possessed by the civilized world of CentralAsia. It is useless to
attempt to condense into a few short sentences all that Dr. Sven Hedin has done
for geographicalscience, and I shall limit myself to reminding you very briefly
of the occasionsof his two last visits to London. The first of these two visits was
in 1898, shortly after he had concludedhis great four years' journey in Central
Asia, a journey in which, in the opinion of yourPresident,Sir ClementsMarkham,
he encountered"desperate dangers and hardships,"and did work which in the
circumstanceswas notable for completenessand thoroughness. lNotlong after Dr.
Sven Hedin had describedto us his experienceson that journey,he was awarded
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our Founder'sMedalfor having crossedthe Takla desert for the first time, and for
having solved variousimportantgeographicalproblems.
In 1903, after the lapse of five more years, three of which our guest of to-night
passed in the same inhospitable regions, he was with us again describing his
adventures,and again, in the words of your President,proving himself to be "a
scientificgeographerof the highest rank." During that visit we honouredhim with
the award of the Victoria Medal, the medal given occasionallyfor scientific geographicalwork of exceptionalmerit; in this case, for investigationsconcerningthe
great plateauof CentralAsia, the Tarimvalley, and the Lob regions.
Again six years passes. Again our indefatigableexplorer traverses unknown
regionsfor three years. Again he returnswith his hands full of carefullygathered
scientificfacts. Again we accord to him the most hearty welcome and congratulations. With the recordI have so briefly touched upon, we know full well what
to expect fromDr. Sven Hedin,and in our expectationswe shall not be disappointed.
I will, therefore,delay you no longer,but will at once ask Dr. Sven Hedin to kindly
deliver his lecture.
After the lecture, Lord MORLEY
I rise to proposea vote of
Or BLACKBURN:
thanks to Dr. Sven Hedin with every assurancethat it will be cordiallywelcomed
in every part of this hall. And not only in this hall, but the welcome you have
given to-night to the lecturerwill, I am confident,be re-echoedall over the country
whereverDr. Sven Hedin may think it worth his while to pay a visit. He has, in
the discoursehe has favouredus with, not only given us a remarkableaccountof a
remarkableachievement,but he has brought us face to face with the man. He has
shown us, as he has shown the worldalmost ever since he was a schoolboy,not only
that he is a born geographer,but that he is a man with a pity in him, with a sense
of justice in him, with a good temperin him, qualities which would save all explorers
a vast deal of trouble if they would but imitate our lecturer. There has been no
bloodshed,so far as I understand,in any of his explorations. He has raised no
ill-will anywhere. He has shown us how he is full of pity, and some of us at all
events, with ideas of our own, think with him in what he has said about dogs, and
were with him when he describedthe longing,wondering,melancholy eye of the
dogs to whom he was biddingfarewell. It occurredto me, while I was listening to
Dr. Sven Hedin, how differentis the careerand how differentthe duties of a great
explorer from those of a politician. He told us that he tried to drive a flock of
sheep, and that he found he had no gift for driving sheep. If he had been in the
professionof politics, he would have found that those gifts were sorely needed.
I mention that because it occurs to me that Dr. Sven Hedin may think that the
Secretaryfor India, who, after all, holds the keys of the frontiergates of India, is,
unlike himself, a hard-hearted,a cold-blooded,and a timorous man. He will well
know the circumstanceto which I am now referring,the circumstance,namely,
that we thought it inexpedientthat he should approachTibet fromthe Indian side.
I will not be guilty of the intolerablebad taste of attemptingfor a momentto show
that my decision was not over-cautious. I think a good deal of what Dr. Sven
Hedin has said to-night rather shows that the decisionwas a right one as far as it
went. But I will not argue it because,after all, be the decision as wrong as you
like, Dr. Sven Hedin has to-night had his revenge, for he has drawnme captivethough captive impenitent--at his car, and I am very glad to find myself able to
congratulatehim on the great exploit he has performedin spite of it. The subject
of Tibet not many years ago was a topic of some warm political controversies,not
purely party-the controversywas as much within one party as in the other. It
may be that the topic may again be revived. It may be that some of the points
raised by it may be revived by Dr. Sven Hedin's explorations,and he may have
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something to tell us some of these days, not to-night, upon this controversy. And
whatever he may tell us, we shall know that we are being told by a man of
scrupuloushonesty and integrity and of enormousindustry in investigatingall the
phenomenabeforehim, because,so far as I am acquaintedwith his books, Dr. Sven
Hedin is not content with geographicalresearch,but busies himself with historical
researchas well. But be that as it may, we are every one heartilyglad to have
heard his lecture to-night. We are also very glad to have seen so bravea man, a
man who has performedsuch a wonderfulgeographicalachievement,face to face.
He has got, I think, some two or three years'work still before him in workingout
all his plans and drawings,and we all hope that he will have the same kind of
success in completing this portionof his task as has followed the earlier portion
of it. I do not do wrong,I am certain,in expressingon behalf of this very great
and rather wonderfulgathering,our gratitudeto him and our sense of the wonderful
qualities which he has shown, and of the great and valuableadditionshe has made
to geographicalknowledge. I beg to proposethat our thanks be given to Dr. Sven
Hedin.
ColonelSir IENRYTROTTER:
As an old explorerin CentralAsia, I have been
asked to secondthe vote of thanks to Dr. Sven Hedin for the admirablelecture he
has given us this evening. I am especiallypleased to do so as I was intimately
associated with the veteran explorer Nain Singh, whose name has so often been
mentionedthis evening,and describedby the lectureras " the admirableand noble
Pundit." On my returnfrom CentralAsia in 1874, I started him from Ladakh on
the missionto Lhasa which gainei him the R.G.S. Gold Medal,and on his return
to India I worked up his observationsand preparedhis map and report,so that I
have been deeply interestedin noting wherehis work came in contact with that of
our distinguished guest, and was especially struck with the observationthat on
arrivalat the Teri-nam lake, he found that its position had been almost,correctly
placedby Nain Singh, althoughhe had never seen it-only heardof it. The dotted
line which showed its approximateposition on our maps for the last thirty years
will now be replacedby a correctdelineation. Still moreimportant,however,is the
confirmationof iNainSingh'sobservationsto peaks of a high snowy range,one of
which he estimatedto be 25,000 feet high, lying to the south of DangraYum lake.
I recollectthat at the time grave doubtswerethrownby unbelieverson the existence
of these mountains,but the correctnessof his observationshas now been verified.
It is difficultperhapsfor most of those present this evening to realize fully the
hardshipsand difficultiesencounteredin such a journey as we have heard described
this evening. Dr. Sven Hedin, for instance, says in one short sentence," On the
heights of the Bukamangarangewe lost nine mules in one day." I well recollecton
the journeyof the Forsyth mission to Kashgarin 1873, one mule lost its footingand
fell severalhundredfeet into the torrentbelow. Its load consistedof twelve months'
supplyof brandyand whisky for the expedition,and its loss was most serious; what,
then, must be the effect of the loss of nine mules in one day ? It is difficultto
realize.

The wonderful energy and perseverance of the lecturer when driven off the

groundand compelledto go round to Leh and start a fresh expeditionin orderto
completethe task he had set himself to do-the way in which the almost insuperable
difficultieswere faced and surmountedis worthy of our highest admiration,and is
an example to us all.

Another importantfactor to be noticed in judging of the difficulties of the
work is that the general height above sea-levelof the Tibetan plateau from which
rise the mountain systems we have heard describedto-night varies from 13,000 to
16,000 feet above sea-level.
Dr. Sven Hedin has condensed for our benefit three years' hard work into a single
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lecture-a most difficult task, especiallyas we are informedthat he has materials
for140 more,andhis " geographicalconscience" must revolt at leaving so much good
matter undescribed. After the hardships and dangers encounteredby Dr. Sven
Hedin, not only in this but in former expeditions not less adventurousand noteworthy, it is an extraordinaryresult, on which we must congratulateourselves as
well as him, that he is left alive and in good health to tell his tale, and I am sure
that the audiencewill join enthusiasticallyin the vote of thanks which it has been
my privilegeto second.
The PRESIDENT
(after the vote of thanks was proposedand seconded): When
travellersreturn to us after long journeys in distant regions,we have not only to
obtain fromthem all that is new to science in their gleanings,but also to note the
difficultiesunderwhich they have labouredin making their researches. Dr. Sven
Hedin has dealt but lightly with the dangers he has encountered; but, in spite of
his reticence,his lucid account of his journeying,and the admirablephotographs
which have illustratedit, have made it clear how full of difficultiesmust have been
the task of collecting the mass of material he has brought back. To few men,
indeed,is granted the physical endurancewhich he has displayed in his ten and
moreyears' wanderingsin the desert. And as to his contributionsto geographical
science,their extent can only be realizedby those who have noted the great white
spaces which existed on our maps of CentralAsia in 1894, how largely these spaces
are now coveredwith the network of his topography,and how comparativelyfew
great problemsnow remain to be solved. Speaking in 1898, Dr. Sven Hedin said
he was glad to find himself placed by the side of our other Gold MedallistsCarey, Ney, Elias, HIoldich,Littledale, Younghusband,and Prjevalsky. Let me
assure him that we also rejoice to see his name on our walls in that list of our
medallists, since, as I have said before, he has done more than any other one
man to open this countryto our knowledge. Sweden may well be proud of their
great explorer,while we must content ourselveswith rememberingthat he is our
twice-honouredGold Medallist. In conclusion,I know I may declare this motion
carriedby acclamation,and give to Dr. Sven Hedin your most hearty thanks and
congratulations.
Dr. SVENHEDIN:May I expressmy very heartiest thanks for the beautifuland
sympatheticreceptionI have had to-night in the R.G.S.? It is twelve years since I
first had the honour to address your Society, the richest and most famousin the
world, and since then I have been overwhelmedwith honours, hospitality, and
appreciationby the Presidents,Council,and membersof the R.G.S., and when I
now am here again,I do not feel any more a guest or a stranger,but a friend
amongst friendsand as one of your own.
It has been a very great pleasureto me to listen to those very flatteringand
kind wordsjust addressedto me by the President,and they are the moreprecious
to my heartas I knowhe has also beentalkingon behalfof the Counciland members
of the R.G.S.
And I regard it as a special honour that the Secretaryof State forIndia has
been kind enoughto proposea vote of thanks,and that he has done it in a way that
I appreciatemore than I can say and that I never shall forget. Three years ago I
did not quite love Lord Morley,although even then I understoodvery well that
whatever he did was done in the interest of that great and powerful empire,in
whose servicehe occupies such a high position,full of responsibilities,andI understood that the personalwishesand ambitionsof explorershad to come in the second
place. But now, since I have travelled for twenty-five months in the unknown
parts of Tibet, I look upon the situation in a quite differentlight. In connection
with this journey,there is no man who has made me a greater service than Lord
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Morley. When the noble Viceroyof India so very kindly triedto get a permission
for me to enter Tibet on the Simla-Gartokroad,the Secretaryfor India refusedit.
What would have happened if he had consented? I should have prepareda big
and heavy caravan in Simla, crossed the frontier, and-been turned out by the
Tibetansalreadyat Shipki ! It is easy to understandwhat a great loss of time and
money this would have been, as I could not possiblyhave broughtthe same caravan
all roundwith me to the Turkestanside.
Bnt Lord Morleydid me a still greater service. During the whole time I was
in Tibet he kept the frontierbetween India and Tibet closed to all travellers,and
so I was left quite alone with the great white patch which I had decidedto explore
as carefully as possible. Everybody will understandwhat that meant for meespeciallyin a time when the white patches on the map of the Earth are not very
numerous. If the frontiershould have been openedby some new agreement,I am
afraidthe Bongbaprovincewould have been overwhelmedby explorers,andI should
have been obliged to give up a good deal of the conquestwhich I desiredto save
for myself only. And for my life I would not capitulate on any single point, as
some of the most beautifuland importantproblemsof Asiatic geographywere to be
solved only on this very white patch. So it is not only a maniere de parler when
I say that nobodyhas ever done me a greater service than the Secretaryof State
for India; and if I did not love him three years ago (which was for a very short
time only), I hopeI may take the libertynow, and for the rest of my life, to reckon
Lord Morleyamongstmy very best friends.
Let me also expressmy sincere and hearty thanks to Sir Henry Trotter for the
excellent and appreciativespeech he has been kind enough to addressto me, and
which is the more valuablefor me as it comes froma man who knows so much of
Tibetan geography,and who has played such an importantpart in the history of
explorationin that mysterious country. I have always admired the clever and
careful way in which Sir Henry worked out the maps, notes, and observations
of the great Pundit, Nain Singh, more especiallyof his journey1873-74, which is
one of the most important that ever have been undertakenin Tibet. I am really
proudof the wordsSir Henry Trotterhas just uttered.
The receptionI have had to-night by the Presidentand membersof the R.G(.S.
I regard as a new and very great honour added to those which I have received
alreadyyears ago. And may I finally express my very hearty thanks to all those
distinguishedguests presentwho have sparedsome hours of their valuabletime for
coming and listening to the story of my last journey in the fascinatingland of the
eternalsnows,the lamas, and the mysteriousformula" On manepadmehum " !

II. DISCOVERIES

IN SOUTHERN

TIBET.*

By Dr. SVEN HEDIN.
WHENI left Stockholm on June 24, 1899, for my fourth journey into Central
Asia, one of my chief objects was to try and find the source of the Indus, but
although I did my best to penetrateto that part of the forbiddencountry,I had to
give it up altogetheron accountof the oppositionof the Tibetans. When I again
* This mustbe regardedas only a preliminarystatementon the pointsin dispute,
necessarilywritten in some haste.-S.H. Royal GeographicalSociety, February23,
1909.
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left Stockholm on October 16, 1905, for a new journey in Asia, the sourceof the
Indus still remained one of my greatestambitions,but the strongestattractionwas
to fill up the great white patch on our maps of Tibet, situatednorth of the Tsangpo,
between 81? and 89? east of Greenwich. This was a region which had never been
crossed by any European explorer,nor by any of the native explorerstrained and
instructedby Montgomerie,Trotter,and other British officersin India.
Part of this vast area was, to some extent, known to the Chinese; the Shui-taocontains a descriptionof it, and some
ti-kang, or "ground lines of hydrography,"'
other Chinese geographicalworklsdeal with it. During my stay in Kyoto, Prof.
Ogawa,of the Kyoto University, kindly made translationsof those parts in the
Chinesebooks which could be of special interest in connectionwith my own discoveries in the same country. In 1708 the great EmperorKang-hi orderedthe
Jesuit missionariesin Peking to compile a map of the whole empire,which was
completed in 1718. In 1717 two Lamas, who had been trainedby the Jesuits-in
thlesame way as the Pundits in India later on--were able to deliverto the Fathers
a map of Tibet, which contained the only informationwe possessedof the great
white patch--even so late as 1906. From this map D'Anville has enteredupon his
famous map of 1733 a labyrinth of rivers,lakes, and mountains. On D'Anville's
map we find Lanken and Mapama,i.e. Langak-tso and Tso-mavang(or Mavam),
from which he makes the Ganges take its origin. The rest of D'Anville's hydrographical and orographicalconfusion, in which it is a hopeless task to try and
identify the geographicallines with the reality, I only find two lakes which really
exist, namely, "Tarouc-yomdson"and "Tchapie-dsake-ton-psou,"the first being
called Tarok-tso,the secondTabie-tsaka. The fact that these two lakes have been
comparativelywell entered on the map, seems to depend upon their being known
all over Tibet, as Tabie-tsaka provides a very great part of the country with its
supply of salt, and is visited by innumerablesalt caravans,and because severalof
the most importantroadsof the interiorof Tibet meet at Tabie-tsaka. The rest I
cannot recognize,unless Tankin-yamsois meant to be Dangra-yum-tso,although
it is connectedwith Tengri-norby the river" TarcouTsangpou,"a connectionwhich
does not, of course,exist in reality; but it may be a confusionwith Targo-tsangpo,
which empties into Dangra-yum-tso,and about which Nain Singh got some informationin 1874. Part of the geographyof D'Anville'smap has been enteredby
Dutreuilde Rhins upon his map i'Asie Centrale,a map which appearedsome years
ago in a Chineseedition in Shang-hai.
The materialon D'Anville's mapfor the regionnorthof the Tsangposeemsnever
to have been accepted by British or Germangeographers,at least not on the map
published by the Royal GeographicalSociety under the title of "Tibet and the
SurroundingRegions,"nor on the excellentmap of Tibet, which is No. 62 in Stieler's
Hand-Atlas-and these two maps are by farthe very best general maps of Tibet I
have ever seen, and perfectly up to date in all geographicaldetails. On the British
map the unknowncountry has exactlythe sameaspecton the editionof 1906 that it
had at its firstpublicationin the GeographicalJournal. The singlewordwe find on
the editionof 1906 on' Tibet and the SurroundingRegions,'which is perfectlycorrect,
or which ratherwas so in 1906, is the word Unexplored,in big letters, whereasthe
word Dokthol provincehas to disappear,as it does not exist in reality; the name
provedto be absolutelyunknownto the natives whereverI asked for it.
It may be of some interestto point out some of the geographicalinformationof
the above-mentionedmap. The country betweenMount Kailasand Jiachan on the
main branchof the Indus is perfectlywhite on the map, which is correct,as nobody
has ever been there, and if anybodyever had been there it is difficultto understand
why his informationshouldnot be used on the map of Tibet issued by the B.G.S.
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The uppermostpart of the Indus, in the provinceof Singhtod,is a dotted line, the
beginningof whichis situatedabout 30 miles from the real sourceof the Indus. To
the eastof Singhtodthereis somedetailon the map. I do not possessthe reportof the
Pundit who has collectedthis information,but I have the impressionthat it is partly
foundedupon verbal communication,because it is so extremely wrong. His river
Sumnu-chuis identicalwith the Lavar-tsangpoand its tributarythe Aong-tsangpo,
whichcorrectlycomesfrom the south-west. The Sumdan-tsangpocomes fiom the
soutli, from Trans-Himalaya,and it is on this river,on its left bank, that the great
templeof Selipukis situated. His Ghalaring-tsois identicalwith Nganglaring-tso,but
it is not oblongfrom north to south, but fromeast to west; it does not contain one
island, but at least five; land there is no monasteryon any one of those islands. His
peakKhala, south-eastof Selipuk,may be a confusionwith the very importantpass
of Kha-la, which is situated in a very high mountainrange stretchingnorth-westto
south-east, and this pass is situated east-north-eastof Nganglaring-tso. Now, of
course,one can leave the questionopen whetherit is betterto acceptsuch a confusion
of geographicalinformationthan to leave a perfectblank on the map. Some of the
informationcollectedfromthe natives by the Pundits, and which I have tried to use
for geographicalconclusions,both in my 'ScientificResults,' vol. iv., and duringmy
last journey,have proved to be so utterly wrong,that I should very much have
preferredif the maphad beenleft blank. Onthe other hand, I am glad to express
my greatestadmirationfor those parts of the map wherethe Pundits have really
been,and for their mappingof partsof Tibet which they have seen with their own
eyes,and whichare always very correct.
[| On the north of the white patch we haveNain Singh's, Littledale's,and my own
routes, and south of these a perfect terraincognita; thento the east we haveNain
Singh's dottedlake, Tede-nam-tso,which he did not visit, only heardof. The
situation is about correct, the real name is Teri-nam-tso,and the lake is oblong
from east to west,not from north to south. Ngangon-tso nobodyhad ever heard
of; Dangra-yum-tsois much too big on Nain Singh'smap; it is wanderedroundin
five days by pilgrims on foot. The Mun lakes, which never have been visited by
any explorer,seem to be situated west of southernDangra-yum-tso,not south of
the lake, where, instead,the great Shuru-tsois situated.
South of the centrallakes, Nain Singh's map is extremely fantastical, which
must be excused,as he has never visited that part of Tibet. It would have been
far better to leave the map blank here than to enter the " Dumphu or Hota
Tsangpo" on it. Even in this region all water runs to the upper Brahmaputra,
not to Kyaring-tso. There is an Ota-tsangpocoming fromthe watershedof Transand it runs straighter
Himalaya straightsouth of Kyaring-tso,but it is very short,
north. Dobo-doba-tsonobodyhad ever heard of. Daru-tso I have only been able
I
to see from a pass; both the name and the form are, however,wrong. do not
know why the lake Tsiku-tso is not enteredon the map " Tibet and,"etc., of 1906,
as this lake really does exist.
In the south finally,both Ryder'sexcellent map, which has never been surpassed
by any other travellerin Tibet, the map of 1906, and the map in Rawling's"The
a
Great Plateau,"give the watershedof the upper Brahmaputrain perfectlywrong
and which were
the
north
the
river,
from
seen
are
which
along
The
greatpeaks
way.
measuredby Ryder andWood,are by no means situatedon the watershed,but south
(Chaktak-tsangpois the
and of Charta-tsangpo
of it. The coursesof Chachu-tsangpo
real name)are quite wrong,but they are markedwith dotted lines, which was quite
right, as nobodyhad ever been in the interiorof the so-called"Dokthol province."
It is a very extraordinaryfact that a patch of some 65,000 square miles could
remainunexploredanywhere on the Earth's crust-except the poles-so late as in
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and contains
1906. The followingquotationwas written in the summer of 1905,
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* The author's ' Scientific Results of a Journey in
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t Journal, vol. 23, 1853," PhysicalGeographyof Western
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i.e. Lion river, is now well
the north-west,called by the Tibetans Senge-tsangspo,
established(Vigne,Young) as the chief source of the Indus, a fact which English
geographershave had to rediscover for themselves within the last half-century,
though I find it distinctly stated in a book written by a Tibetan monk 250 years
ago. ... (p. 9) A few (of the many tributaries)are so great as to forman absolute
make the sources
break throughthe outermost ranges of the snowy mountainsand
of some of the Indian rivers absolutely Tibetan or trans-Himalayan.... As none
of our modern travellers have visited any part of the great transverse watershed
that dividesthe heads of the river Tachok from those of the Langchenand Senge
rivers,or Nari-Mangyulfrom Nari-Khorsum,for any vague idea of its character,we
are left to our own conjecturesand native report....
(p. 36) The basin of the
Langehenis lacustrinein its upperpart, containingthe Konkya lake in Horbawithout active effluence,andTso MaL,ham andLangnak in Kangri with apartial or
intermittent one .... (p. 37) Thewatershed between the Indus and Sutlej has
a running length of nearly 500 miles, measluredfrom the supposed position of
La to the north-westextremity of sPiti. ... (p. 38) Little or nothing is
Maryumr
known of the furthest sourcesin Seng-Tot or elsewhere,and the estimate of 50 miles
for the remaining course depends upon native reportsand conjecture....
(p. 39)
Its (Sutlej) sourcesaresomewhat complicated(as imperfectlyknown to us), lying
betweenthe Chukarfrom the Indian Himalaya on the south, the Ser
Chu or other
streamsfrom the mountains of Kangrion the north, andthe effluencefrom the
lakes Maphamand Langak on the east, the two first being permanent, andthe last
partialor intermittent. The Chukaris said to be aslarge as the united rivers of
Mensar andTirthapuri,when swelled by the melting of the Himalayan snow in
summer; butwe do notknow whether it maintainsthis superiorityon the average
of the year, norwhether the intermittentcontributionof the lakes beequal to the
permanenteffluenceof theScr Chu or otherrivulets direct from the Kangrimountains.... (p. 49) Its (Mansarowar)effluentruns through an openingin the hilly
isthmusinto the western lake; I found it a swift stream 100feet broadand 3feet
deep inOctober, andits exit from thelake was seen by Mr. Winterbottomandmy
brother,Richard Strachey,from a height a few furlongs off; though Moorcroft
crossedthis very place without finding the stream, even in August, the time of
highestflood,whether from its being then dry or from its percolatingthrough abar
of shingle close to the lake, as asserted by some of my native informants,is not
apparent. The effluence(from Langak to the Langchenriver) is from the north
point, which I crossed,however,in October without finding any running stream,
or any marked channeifor one, though the flatnessof the ground,its partialinundation in shallow pools, and obvious descent of the level towards the river, entirely
corroboratedthe native accountsof an intermittenteffluencein seasonsof flood."
These are the chief characteristicsof the geographyof this interestingcountry
round the Holy lake, which were known in H. and I{. Strachey'stime. I will
speciallypoint out the following: Stracheyknew that the eastern branchwas the
headbranchof the Indus, and his estimateof 50 miles to the source dependsupon
native reportsand conjecture. And so it has remaineduntil I discoveredthe source
in September,1907. Stracheyuses the orographicalsignificationof Trans-Himalaya,
which has afterwardsbeen adopted by several other geographers,Cunningham,
GodwinAusten, Montgomerie,Richthofen,and others. Stracheyis quite right in
allotting the lacustrineregion to the regionof the Sutlej river, and he quite rightly
regardsthe questionof the sourcesof the Sutlej as a complicatedone. I cannotnow
enter upon this problem,as it would carryme too far, and I have no time now to
consult my maps and my detailed measurementsof the volume of water in every
single tributary,both to the lakes and from the southernslopes of the westernparts
2E
No. IV.-APRIL, 1909.]
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is of great interest to note that Moorcroftin 1812 did
It
of the Trans-Himalaya.
not find any channelbetweenthe two lakes,but Stracheyfounda ratherconsiderable
substream,and then Stracheytouches upon the interestingquestion of a possible
still
there
terraneanconnection between the lakes. My own conviction is that
the
that
and
Langak-tso,
to
Mavang
Tso
from
effluence
remainsa subterranean
Dolchu-gunpa
to
water then continuesundergroundfrom the last-mentionedlake
and reappearsin the old bed of the upperSutlej. It is a physical necessity that
exist from both lakes, because if there were none the water
effluence must
such an
of the lakes would be salt, or at least somewhat brackish,and in reality it is as
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* 'Nepal to Llhasa,,and thence through the Upper Valley of thle Brahmaputra
its Source,' vol. 38, 1868, pp. 129 et seq.
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a relativevalue. And if the question of the situation of the Brahmaputra'ssource
should have been solved by somebody before, in a critical and scientific way, I
should, of course,never have caredto try and penetrateto it. So no European,and
no native explorer,has ever been to the sourceof the Brahmaputra,nor mappedthe
country roundit, until I fixed the place in July, 1907.
On Nain Singh's map there is no connectionbetween the two lakes, but a
the bed of the Sutlej. He maklesthe Tokchen
dotted line from Langak-tso marklis
river greater than the river from south-east (= Tagi-tsangpo), which is wrong.
South-eastof Mansarowarhe has a range running south-westto north-east,which
does not exist in reality. He has Mount Kailas on the range of Trans-Himalaya,
instead of south of it. East of Charta-tsangpohe has a "high snowy rang,e,"and
northof Raga-tsangpoanotherrange. Those belongto the Trans-Himalayansystem,
but are not the head range.
Then follows Montgomerie's"Report of the Trans-Himalayan Explorations
in 1867." " l'he routeshave also defined the courses of both the upperbranches
of the river Indus frolllnear their sources to their junction,and the conjointstream
from that point into Ladak. Neither of these branches had been previously
surveyedin any way, except a small portion of the Gartoklbranch above Gartok,
which had been roughly laid down by Moorcroft. The existence of the eastern
branchwas doubtedby many geographers(it was indicatedfrom native informlation
by H. Stracheyon his map), as no Europeanshad ever seen it. The Pundit'sroute
has now provedthat this eastern branch is the main streamknown to the natives
as Singhi-chu or Singi Khamba (Lion's mouth), the river Indus itself, whilst the
other branch,hitherto generallysupposedto have been the main stream,is much
smaller than the easternone, and invariablycalled the Garjung-Chu.(p. 160) The
actual sourceof the eastern branch or main stream of the Indus was not reached,
but the peoplebetweenGiachuruffandYiachan said it rose at a place called GangriGoorgiap,which may perhaps refer to the Gangrior Kailas peak, but the direction
of the courseof the Indus, as seen from near Yiachan,pointed rather to the east of
that mountain .... At the highest point visited the Indus was still a considerable
stream. At Giachuruffthe ford was always a difficult one, and for eight days after
the fall of snow the Pundit experienced,the river was not fordablein any way."
From the map it is easy to see that the Pundit of 1867, on his way to Tokjalung, crossed the Indus some five days' march from the source. Singi-chu and
Singi-kambamean the river Indus. Singi-kabap,or " the mouth (from which) the
Lion (river)issues,"is the name of the very sourceof the Singi-chu,or Indus. Since
the Pundit, no explorerhas ever been in the country of the uppermostpart of the
Indus; and as Mr. Calvert, on his very interesting journey, never went to the
uppermostpart of the Singi-chu,the discoveryof the sourceof the Indus was left
to be made by me. Just below the source the Pundit would not have foundthe
same difficultiesin crossingas he found at Giachuruff-he would almost have been
able to jump over the source-branch. There are several small brooks joining the
source-branch,
just a little below the source,and their sources,being situatedon thc
northern slopes of the Trans-Himalayas,are longer than the source-branchitself.
But as they are frozenand dead in winter, whereasthe source-branchalways carries
water the whole year round,the Tibetansare quite right in calling the Singi-kabab
the real sourceof the Indus. Thus, of course, it was a great mistake to presume
that the Indus came from the Kailas peak, the neighbourhoodof which drains
exclusively to the Sutlej. (p. 161) The Pundit heardof the Shellifuk (= Selipuk)
district, which " boasted of some streams, but they all run into a large inland
* Journal of the R.G.S., vol. 39, 1869, p. 158.
2 E 2
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lake." The streamsare, of course,Lavar-tsangpoand Aong-tsangpo,and the lake
Nganglaring-tso.

In the Journal of the R.G.S.,vol. 45, 1875, it is stated that the "map of southern
Tibet has in our region of Ngari Khorsum not undergoneany changesat all from
the former;" and on p. 301 we get some information about the "range called by
Hodgsonthe Nyenchhen-thanglachain. . .. The TsangpuorBrahmaputratraverses
the whole region fromwest to east, and receives tributariesfrom the Nyenchhenouter and
thangla range on the north, and the northernslopes of the Himnalayan
inner chains on the south." Hodgson had no personal experience of the country,
and it may be regardedas a matter of taste whether Nien-chen-tang-laseparates
southern from northern Tibet or not. At any rate, it is more correct to say that
it is a watershedbetween Tengri-norand the Brahmaputra,and, further east, a
watershedbetween the Salwen and the Brahmaputra; and one has always to
remembercentralTibet as situated between the northernand southernparts of the
country.

In his " ~Narrative,"
etc.,in the same volume * Mongomeriesays, "During 1871
a party was organizedwith a view to exploringsome portionof the unknownregions
and in his memorandum,
north of the Tibetanwatershedof the upperBrahmaputra,"
etc., he says,t " Amongst other attempts to explore the various countriesbeyond
the bordersof BritishIndia, I have always borne in mind the necessity to explore
the vast regionswhich lie to the north of the Himalayanrange,fromE. long. 83? to
E. long. 93?, and I have consequently,fiom time to lime, tried to get more information as to this terra incognita; but since the Pundit made his way fromKumaonto
Lhasa, I had not till lately succeededin getting much advancemade to the north of
his line of explorations,though a good deal was doneto the northof the Mansarowar
lake. One explorer made his way from Rudok, on the Pangkong lake, to ThokJalung, and thenceback to the Mansarowar,passing quite to the east of the great
Kailas peak. The same explorer subsequentlymade his way to Shigatse, but he
was unableto penetrateto the north of the main courseof the upper Brahmaputra.
Though disappointedwith this, I continuedto try and get an explorerto penetrate
into those regions,and aftermany failuresI have at last the satisfaction to be able
to reportthat some progresshas been made in exploringto the north of Sbigatseand
Lhasa. (p. 326) To the south the lake (Tengri-nor)is boundedby a splendidrange
of snowy peaks, flanked with large glaciers,culminating in the magnificentpeak,
Yang Ninjinthangla,which is probablymorethan 25,000 feet above the sea. The
rangewas tracedfor nearly150 miles, runningin a north-easterlydirection.(p. 328)
The proofof the existence of a great snowy rangeto the north of the Brahrnaputra
is interesting,the Htimalayansystem, even at that distance,say 160 miles from its
The route
base in the plains of India, showing no signs of getting lower ....
followedby the explorerfrom Dam-Niarganto Lhasa is the route by which Messrs.
Huc and Gabet must have approachedthat city . . .; one northern tributaryof
the upperBrahmaputrahas been thoroughlyexplored,thus giving us some idea as
to lhowfar back the northernwatershedof this greatriver lies."
It is interesting to find that Montgomerieregardsit as a "necessity to explore
the vast regions" north of the Tsangpo,and he is right in calling it a terra
incognita; and so it has remained,except the part betweenTengri-norand Brahmaputra,to which he was able to send out some of his " Trans-Himalayanexplorers."
Already then, and later on throughKrishna,Littledale, Ryder,and de Lesdain, the
existence of a magnificent range on the southern shore of Tengri-norwas proved.
And thus Montgomeriewas able to fix the situation of the great watershed. But he
* Journal of the R.G.S., vol. 39, 1869, p. 35.

I Ibid., p 325.
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hadclnever the satisfaction to see the vast country between 83? and 89? E. long.
penetratedby any one of the Pundits, and so it has remained until I was able to
cross the countryand the great watershedon severaldifferentlines in 1907 and 1908.
Now I come to Trotter'sreport on Nain Singh's journey from Leh to Lhasa.x
On p. 105 he speaks of Target Lha, from which extends eastward a snowy range,
numerouspeaks in which were fixed by the Pundit, along a length of 180 miles, up
to where the range terminatesin a mass of peaklscalled Gya'kharma,which also lie
to the south of and very near the Pundit's roadcl..... This range is probablynot
the watershedbetween the basin of the Brahmaputraand the lake country of Hor,
for the Pundit was inIormedthat to the south of the range, runningparallelto it, is
a large river, the Dumphu,or Hota Sangpo,which ultimately changes its courseand
flows northwardsinto the Kyaringlake. ... (p. 110) The largest river crossedby
the Pundit in this section of his travels was the Dumphu,or Hota Sangpo,which
receives the drainage of the southern slopes of the Targot-Gya'kharmarange of
mountains,and flouwsinto the Kyaring Cho, formingone of the numeroussources
of the Nak-chu-kha."
The T'arogetLha is identical with Targo-ganglri,a magnificent snow massif
with its northernextremity reaching
south-east of Dallgra-yum-tso,andcl
standcling
to the very shoreof the lake. There may, of course,be a Targo-laalso somewhere
in these mountains,but the complex is perfectly isolatedfromthe rangeto the east,
upon which Nain Singh found the peaks of Gya'kharma. He is quite right il
saying that tliis range, culminating in Gya'kharmais not the watershedbetween
the Brahmaputraand the lake region,which I have called the " Central Lakes of
Tibet." I have already mentioned above that the information the Pundit got
about Dumphu or Hota-Sangpo is quite wrong,which I was able to controlvery
closely when I crossed the unknown region fromlNgangtse-tso to Yc-shung on the
Brahmapntra. From the head range of Trans-Himalayathe water goes north to
the lakes, Targo-tsangpo,Tagrak-tsangpo,Bara-tsangpo,Ota-tsangpo,etc.,t and those
rivers break through the range,which he calls tlhe Targot-Gya'kharmarange, in
transversevalleys; to the south all the water goes to My-chu-tsangpo,which is a
tlributaryto Raga-tsangpo,and one of the greatest of the tributarieswhich reach
Brahmaputrafrom the north. The range, which is a continuationof Targo-gangri,
goes to the south-west, west, and north-west,and forms here the main watershed,
and I crossedit at Sangmo-bertik-lain May, 1908. South of Kyaring-tsothe main
watershedis situated considerablysouth of the Targot-Gya'kharmarange; the pass
Khalamba-laof the G.T.S. explorerof 1872 gives an idea of the situation of the
great watershedin this part of Tibet, and as a matter of fact Khalambais situated
in the range which is the immediatesouth-westcontinuationof Nien-chen-tang-la.
About this range Markhamsays,:: "Great Tibet . . . (is bounded) on the north
by another lofty range, called by Hodgson the Nyenchhen-thangla chain, which
separatesthe country of villages and cultivation from the nomadic hordes on the
still loftier plateau of lacustrinedrainagebetween that chain and the Kuen-lun."
GodwinAusten says in his article, "The MountainSystems of the Himalaya,"
etc., p. 86 ?, "I leave it to future travellers and those who know the country, to
work out this subject still further and with greater exactness,and after a closer
examinationof the country than I was ever able to give it; and I leave it especially
to tlhosewho may have the good foltune to visit the middleand eastern portionsof
the Himalayas, and that great terra incognita beyond." On p. 87 he mentions
* Journalof the R.G.S.,vol. 47 (1877),pp. 86 et seq.
t For the last two mentionedNain Singh has Para and Hota.
vol. 19, 1874,p. 327.
X ' Travelsin GreatTibet,' etc., Proceedings,
vol. 6, 1884,pp. 83 et seq.
? Proceedings,
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Mr. TrelawnaySaunders' Aling Ganghri,or his own Trans-Indusextension,and he
continues, " It is then carrikdsouthlto lunite with the high range north of the
Manarasowar
lake, and is there continuedeast as a range north of, and parallelwith,
the Sangpo. It is unnecessaryto defineit further,for the topographydoes not exist
from whichwe can lay down such lines."
Thus GodwinAusten, in 1884,calls the countrynorthof the upperBrahmlaputra
a terra incogyita, and says that the topographydoesnot exist from which wecould be
able to lay down the watershed. And so it remained,until I succeededin crossing
the watershedin this very regionby seven differentpasses,to which are to be added
three more furtherwest, one of which had been crossed by Calvertonly, the two
others by many travellers. So for the Trans-Himalaya,the lines laid down upon
Godwin Austen's map, illustrating his article, are hypothetical, and of no real
scientificvalue. Here, in Trans-Himalaya,he includes the northernmostwaterdividing rangeof the Himalayas,and all the rangesbetween the upperBrahmaputra
andNain Singh'sroute,andjoins togetherrangesof three differentmountainsystems
under one generalname. But it may be that he puts into Trans-Himalayathe same
meaning as Montgomerieobviously does--namely, all the mountains and regions
whichare situatedon the other side of thleHimalayas,and only undersuch conditions
the name of Trans-Himalayacould be used at a time when nothingwas known of
the topographyandorography,and whenthe country was a real terra incognita. On
his map, GodwinAustenhas also markedwith a dotted line the " Gangriof Mr. T.
Saunders,"which is meant to be the chief watershed. It is, of course, simply
hypothetical,and only forthe part south of Tengri-nor,Nien-chen-tang-la,correct;
all the rest is wrong.
During his remarkal)lejourney of 1879-82, the famous Pundit Krishna* must
have crossedthe eastern part of Trans-Himalayaat least twice, but I cannotmake
out now whetherhis passes Koli-la and Nub-Kong-la are situated in the waterdividing range or in ramifications.
It is remarkablehow very meagre the Society's publications are in matters
Tibetan. Only occasionallyone comes acrossan article about a journey or about
some special item of this interestingcountry. One of the most interestingarticles
is writtenby Tanner,underthe title of" OurPresentKnowledgeof the Himalayas."t
Here we find the following truth: " I here remark that the moot question as to

lake or not, doesnot appear
whetherthe Sutlej actually issues from the Manrasowar
to have been definitely settled, tlhoughcontroversieshave been raised on the point,
and notwithstandingthat more than one Englishman has actually been along the
supposedbed as far as the lake." To this I will only remarkthat, during my long
stay at Tso-mavangand Langak-tso,I was able to solve this problemdefinitely,and
to add a good deal of directobservationmaterialto the excellent work of Ryderand
Rawling'sexpedition.
After the interestingpaperof Captain(now Colonel)Bower,"A Journey across
"
Tibet,": we find the following remarksby Delmar Morgan: The paperwe have
listened to is one not only of great geographicalinterest, but of great importance,
becauseit shows what may be done by a Europeanin the Trans-Himalayancountry.
It has been stated, and frequentlyreiterated,that access to these regionsis impracticable, owing to the obstinateexclusiveness of the natives or their rulers,and that
if it is to be exploredat all in the interest of science it must only be by trained
native surveyors. I have always been of opinion,and have beforeremarkedhere,
vol.
* Walker," Four Years'JourneyingsthroughGreat Tibet,"etc. Proceedings,
7, 1885.
$ Geogr.Journ.,vol. I, 1893,p. 406.
vol. 13, 1891,pp. 403 et seq.
t Proceedings,
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that these natives, howevervaluablesome of their work may be, and howevercarefully trained in the use of instruments,cannot bring us that accurateinformation
as to these countrieswhich we require. They seem to lack that spirit of critical
inquiry, and that fertility of resource,that distinguishthe Europeantraveller. .... "
I quite agree with Morgan: the work of native explorersis not sufficientfrom
a scientific and critical point of view, but as pioneers they have almost always
proved to be admirable,and in some cases we have had to be indebted to them
during some forty years for all our knowledge of certain parts of Tibet. In his
" Note on the Royal GeographicalSociety'smap of Tibet,"* General W;alkersays,
" On the south the informationhas been wholly taken from the Trans-Himalayan
operationsof the native explorersattachedto the Indian Survey . . .;" and to this
MajorRyderadds,+" Ourknowledgeof the country lying between our frontierand
Lhasadependedchiefly on the surveys executed by different explorers trained by
and working under the supervisionof officersof my department--the Survey of
India. They worked under extraordinarydifficulties,and in great danger of their
lives; that, when at last we have been able to carry through a regular and
systematic survey of the country, we have not been able to find that the rough
maps preparedfrom these explorers'surveyswerein any importantpoints other than
very fairly accurate,reflectsthilevery highest credit on these men, notably the late
Pundit Nain Singh and the explorerA.K." I have alreadystated my opinion of
the Pundits, and I should like to point it out in the following way: Their topographicalworkis excellent in giving us a roughidea of the country; the information
they have gathered from the natives is almost worthless,and the result of their
differentjourneyscan hardly be used for scientificpurposes.
In the above quotations it is interesting to note that Morgan talks of the
"Trans-Himalayancountry,"and Walker of the "Trans-Himalayanoperations."
The word Trans-Himalayanis thus very vague and diffuse; everything beyond
Himalaya seems to be Trans-Himalayancountry-operations and explorers.
From the last ten or twelve years I have picked out of the GeographicalJournal
some more quotations on the parts of Tibet which I have explored. In the
description of his journey, Littledale says,:1: "On the south it (Nam-tso) was
fringedby the magnificentrangeof the Ninchen-Tangla-a successionof snow-clad
peaks and glaciers,partially hidden in clouds and vapour,which addedto their size
and grandeur;while above all towered,with cliffs of appalling steepness,the great
peak of Charemaru,27,153 feet." Littledale crossed this part of Trans-Himalaya
by the pass Guring-la.
Speaking of Tso-mavang and Langak-tso, Holdich says, ? " We are indebted
chiefly to the brothers Henry and Richard Stracheyfor our mapping of the two
lakes, and those gentlemenare the authoritiesfor that connectionbetween the lakes
which is shown in some maps, and shouldbe shown in all." And RichardStrachey
himself says, || " From the height to which we climbed we looked down on the
stream that connects Manasarowarand Rakas-tal." In the summerof 1907 and
in the summer of 1908 there was not the slightest visible connection between the
two lakes. I will try later on to point out the cause of the very differentinformation of differenttravellerson this subject.
Again a quotation from Holdich:1[ "Meanwhile,there is no more promising
field still open to the bondfide explorerthan that of Tibet and the farthestranges
of the Himalayas. Few people are aware how vast an extent of the Himalayan
* Geogr.Journ.,July, 1894.

Ibid., 1896.
1| Ibid., 15,1900, p. 395.
t

t Ibid., October,1905,p. 369.
? Ibid., 1898,p. 588.
? Ibid., 20, 1902,p. 415.
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area still remains untrodden by any European." In connection with this I must
*
quote what Sir Clements Markham said after Littledale's paper: " I am sorryto
say that on the map we have to-night that chain of mountains does not appear,
which only shows how importantit is that furtherexploration
.should be conducted
in Tibet. I have called that range the northernrange of the Himalayan system.
I rememberMr. T. Saunderswas anxious to name it, and he has done so on a map
he drew for me, the Gangrirange, after the knot of peaks which connects it with
the Karakorum; but B. Hodgson has called it the Nyendim-tang-la, as does also
Mr. Littledale himself. These mountains are of the greatest possible importance
and interest; they have only been crossedby native explorersand by Mr. Littledale
oppositethe Tengri-nor,and in the whole length from Tengri-nor to the MIariarm-la
passno one has crossed them, so far as we know. One of the last suggestionsby
General Walker was that a rough survey should be undertaken of these northern
parts of the Himalayan system, and I believe that nothing in Asia is of greater
geographicalimportance than the exploration of this range of mountains, which
I trust geographerswill agree to give some name to. ..."
Another President of the Royal GeographicalSociety has been aware of the
great necessity to explore the unknown parts of Tibet, namely, Sir G. Goldie,who
"
says in his Addressto the R.G.S., 1906," i " To us, as British geographers,it is
somewhat tantalizingthat the British Governmenthas declinedto grant permission
to experiencedBritish officersto enter Tibet or to explore the unknown reachesof
its great rivers; but this is not the place for either approvalor condemnationof the
policy on which this decisionis based."
I now cometo Ryder's most interestingpaper on the " Explorationand Survey
with the Tibet Frontier Commission,and from Gyangtse to Simla via Gartok."$
On p. 387 he says, "We now followedthe river (Brahmaputra)valley fora weekor
so, always in the same large plains, until we could see the watershedrange ahead
of us, fromthe valleys of which innumerablestreams issue to formthe Tsangpo,the
largest coming from a snowy range to the south-west." From this one gets the
impression that this largest streamwas regardedas the sourcebranchof the Brahmaputra, but a few lines lower down, on crossing Mayum La, Ryder says, "We had
now finished with the Tsangpo, having surveyed it from Shigatse to its source,"
wherebyMaryum-chu, coming from that pass, seems to be regardedas the source
branch. And this view is also emphasized on p. 390, where Ryder gives the
followingresume of his and his comrades'work: "We surveyedthe Tsangpofrom
Shigatseto its source, surveyed theMansarowarlake region,and settled the doubtful
points connected with it, which have been the subject of much discussion- we
completedthe survey of the Sutlejriver from its sourceto where it enters British
territory, and surveyed the source of the Gartok branch of the Indus." So from
this it is not quite clear which branch Eyder regardsas the real source of the
Brahmaputra. And this fact gave me the idea of visiting the real source,as I had
Ryder's paper with me. In an article? on my last journey, Ryder says, "Sven
Hedin also visited and surveyedthe true source of the Brahmaputra. This, however, had been approximatelylocated--I think by Nain Singh-and fairly well
surveyed by Rawling and myself, though Sven Hedin, having actually visited the
real source, his map will be more accurate."
It is of no very great importance,really, if you call my journey to the true
source of the Brahmaputra a discovery or not, but the fact will always remain
that even the few Europexns who have ever been in this part of Tibet beforeme
* Geogr.Journ.,vol. 7,p. 482.
t Ibid., vol. 26, 1905,pp.369 et seq.

t Ibid., vol. 28.
? Ibid., vol. 32, December,1908,p. 590.
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sometimes call one branch, sometimes another, "tthe source of the Brahmaputla";
and that nobody knew whether the river originated fromlnone or several glaciers, or
from a glacier lake, or whatever it was like. I gave myself the trouble to measure
with boat and instruments the volume of water in all the upper branches, and,
finding the Kubi-tsangpo 4-i times as big as the Mariyum-clhu, I followed the Kubitsangpo up to a point where it is formed by two rivers, thile biggest of which is still
called Kubi-tsangpo. 'l'hen I followed this river further up to the very front of three
great glaciers, all of them having different names, and the westernmost being thle
real source of the Brahmaputra. All this was new to geography, as neitllher Nain
Singh nor any of the members of the Gartok mission had ever been up the Kubitsangpo; approximate discoveries, which are not made on the very spot, are not
sufficient, at least not from a scientific point of view.
As to the Mansarowar problem, and the problem of the real or genetic source of
the Sutlej, I do not quite agree with Ryder-or rather, I believe I have added some
more points of view to his very excellent and careful observations. I regard the
source of the comparatively big south-east river, Tagi-tsangpo, as the source of the
Sutlej, at any rate as one of its sources, if the three rivers from Trans-Himalaya,
which join the Sutlej a little above Tirtapuri-gunpa, also are to be regarded as source
branches-and this must be a question of the volume of water as an average of the
whole year. But as these three rivers are more temporary, depending upon the
season of the year and upon the rains, whereas the effluent from Rakas-tal is
constant, although underground, I regard the Tagi-tsangpo, the greatest river falling
into the Mansarowar, as the real genetic source.
At this conclusion we can arrive only by measuring all the rivers falling into the
two lakes, and I have measured every onie of them; and at the source of the Tagitsangpo no European or native explorer had ever been before, and on Ryder's map
this river is, in its upper part, marked with a dotted line, although this line goes a
little too far to the east. Ryder gives a very complete and correct history of the
hydrography of the lakes as given by different travellers, and he himself found that
Strachey was quite correct. " No water was flowing at this time of year, but the
local Tibetans all agreed that for some months in each year there was a flow during
the rainy season and the melting of the snows, i.e. about from June to September.
As a rise of about 2 feet in the level of the lake would cause water to flow down
the channel, this appears quite worthy of belief." Now this is different in different
years. In 1907 not a drop of superficial water went from Mansarowar to Rakas-tal,
which may have depended upon the fact that that year almost no rain at all fell in
this part of Tibet. In 1908 a good deal of rain fell, but on account of the precedirg
year being so dry, it had no force to swell the Mansarowar sufficiently to cause some
superficial effluent. But the underground effluent continues even in dry years. In
the summer of 1904, however, that is to say a few months before Ryder's visit, there
was really a superficial effluent from Mansarowar, as the lamas of Tiju-gunpa told me,
and this temple is situated on the northern bank of the channel, just above the bridge
which still crosses the bed, and is in a very good state of repair. Many Tibetans
told me they remembered very well the days when it was impossible to cross this
effluent on horseback, and the existence of the bridge proves that they are right.
As an addition to Ryder's history of visits and views about Mansarowar, I may
add the following from Pearse's article on "Moorcroft and Hearsey's visit to Lake
Mansarowar." * " Mr. Moorcroft . . . found reason to believe that the lake has no
outlet. His stay, however, was too short to allow of his making a complete circuit
of it; and advertilg: to the difficulty of conceiving the evaporation of the lake's
G
Geogr. Journ., vol. 26, p. 182,
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surfacein so cold climate be
a
to
equal to the influx of waterin the seasonof thaw
from the
surroundingmountains,it may be conjecturedthat, although no river
ran from it, nor any outlet appearedat the level at which it was seen by Mr.
Moorcroft,it may have some drainof its superfluouswaters when more swollen and
at its greatestelevation, and may then, perhaps,comnlmunicate
with Rowan lake, in
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stands to reasonthat the Sutlej would actually originatein one of the streamlsthat
run into Manasarowarlake. To settle the question as to whether such was the
case or not, Ryder and I set out at dawn the followingmorningwith two local guides.
We travelled first in a southerly direction in search of the channel, and this was
eventually found some 2 miles further away than anticipated. The passage was
broadand dry, and the level of the lake many feet below the bed of the channel.
It was evident that no waterhad flowed from Rakas Tal down the passage for a
considerabletime, but tlherewas nothing here to prove that such might not be the
case duringthe melting of the snowsin an exceptionallywet season. The guidesand
the shepherdwhom we met stated that no water at the present time ever flows out
of Rakas Tal, but addedthat duringthe Nepal war,aboutfifty years previously,the
overflow took place annually. To make quite sure, we entered the channel and
moved along it in a westerly direction. At places the bed widened considerably,
and the dry groundwas covered with a thick encrustationof salt; such would not
have been the case had water flowedover it duringthelast few years. When 5 miles
distant from the shore, we obtainedfrom the sand-marksin the bed of the streaml
conclusiveproof that the Sutlej rises a few miles to the west of the lake, for their
arrangementindicatedthat at one place the rain-water,draining from the adjacent
hills, runs eastwards towarde Rakas Tal, whilst a little further on other streams
enteringthe channel flow in a westerlydirection,andcform the source of a river.
in volume,and
tRakasTal, like most Tibetanlakles,is said to be steadily dimninishlling
it is thereforemore than probablethat this sheet of water will never again overflow
into the channel of the Sutlej."
My own observationsduring visits to the dry bed in 1907 and 1S08 agree in
every single detail with Rawling's,although I explain the hydrographicalarrangement in a differentway from him. He says that the object of his and Ryder'svisit
to the bed was to settle whetherone of the streamsthat run into Mansarowarcould
be regardedas the sourceof the Sutlej or not, but that the result was that the Sutlej
rises a few nmilesto the west of the lake. I have alreadyshown above that I regard
the Tagi-tsangpo running into the Mansarowaras the real source of the Sutlej.
Rawlingquite correctlyobservesthat Rakas Tal is steadily diminishingin volume,
which is also perfectlycorrectand obvious. But if the lake has no outlet at all, and
if the evaporationalone was strongerthan the influx of fresh water, and if the lake
in this way was constantly diminishing in volume, it would necessarily become
more and more salt year by year. I thavealreadypointedout that the fact that the
wateris absolutely fresh all over the lake is proofsufficientthat it must absolutely
have an undergroundeffluent,which does, however,not need to be very considerable.
AboveDolchu-gunpa'sbig springthere are severalperfectlyfresh springsin the bed,
which all must come fromthe lake alone. But as soon as the level of the lake in
future shall have reachedsome layer of impermeableclay, this effluentwill die out
and the lake will become salt, and, like Panggong, cut off from the system of the
Sutlej. I cannot possibly enter now upon all the details and all my different
observations and measurements in connection with this most interesting and
beautiful problemof physical geography,but in the near future I hope to get an
opportunityto lay them all beforethe geographicalworld.
Finally, a quotation fromHoldich's excellent book: * "The Indus rises on the
slopes of Kailas, the sacred mountain,the Elysium or Siva's Paradise of ancient
Sanskrit literature. Its long and comparativelystraightcourse from its sourceat
16,000 feet above the sea, through channelsrunning north-west through gigantic
mountains, is often comparatively placid .... The Sutlej rises on the southern
* 'Tibet, the Mysterious,'p. 12,
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slopes of Kailas. It flows no longer fromone of the sacredlakes of Manasarowar,
famousin HIindumythology. Abandoningits ancient cradle in Rakas-tal,it now
issues from the foothills of Kailas." Severalof the above qulotationsshow that this
has been generally adopted amongst British geographers. But, as a matter of fact,
the Indus rises by no means from the slopes of the Kailas, and only one of tlhe
tributariesof the Sutlej rises fromthe southernsloplesof the Kailas. Even from the
northern slope of the Kailas, from Diripn-gunpa,one has to ride one day'smarchl
to the north-north-ea,st,
to the source of another tributaryof the Sutlej. Mount
Kailas is thus altogethersituated within the domainsof the Sutlej, and the
Indus
hasabsolutely nothing to dlo with Mount Kailas. T'lis proves how very little was
known about the situationof the sourceof the Indus. And even so late as in1905T
lawvlingwrites about the same question,*" Formerlythe main river (of the Indus)
was supposedto originate from these small streams,but the Pundit Nain Singh
proved, about fifty years ago, that they form but a large tributary which joins
the main brancha few miles below Gartok. The Pundit was only able to follow
up the latter for a few miles, so thle
actualc whereaboutsof the solurceof thle Indues
is still ?unknowin,

though the natives assert that it rises from the northern slopes

of Kailas Parbat."
So the confusionabout the situationofthe source of theIllndulls
was still greater
than
thatabout the source of the Brahmaputra. Ioldichl says,t" As hlas already
pointed
been
out, the BrahmaputraandtheIndus start from nearlythe same point,
theinterveningwatershed betweentheir sources beingcalled the Mariam La, in
about
east longitude 82?, notvery far east of the Manasarowar
lake." But,as
amatter of fact, the Maryum-lais simply a watershed
between onetributary to
namely, the
the Brahmaputra,
which is a selfMaryum-chu,
and the G unchu-tso,
contained lake.
obviously adopted Ryder's
salt
view of making
Holdich has
the
or
Maryum
(= Mayum)-la,
rather the Maryum-chu,
the source of Brahmaputra.
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the sea-level being greaterthan that of the Himalayas. Its peaks are 4000 to 5000
feet lower than Mount Everest, but its passes average 3000 feet higher than the
Himalayan passes. The eastern and western parts were known before, but the
centraland highestpart is in Bongba,which was previouslyunexplored." And in
the lecture which I gave at ViceregalLodge on September24, I gave the history of
all the explorationin the western and easternpartsof the Trans-Himalayas,and
summedup in the following conclusion: " Even if certalinparts of it were klnovwn
before,Trans-Himalayaas a whole geographicalunity is a new conquest on our
Earth, a new geographicalregion and signification,that has been more neglected
than even the moon, and now it will be introducedfor ever and evermoreinto the
geographicalliterature." As to the name, I comparedit with such significations
as Transcaspia,Transcaucasia,Transoxiana,Transbaycalia,TransilenianAla-tau,
Transalai, and others. I have referredabove to the name of Trans-Himalaya.
CunninghamsubdividedNorth-WesternHimalaya into three main ranges- TransHIimalaya,betweenSutlej and Indus, Bara-latsharange,and Pir-Panjalrange. The
wordwas used by Montgomerie,GodwinAusten, and others for everythingsituated
to the north of Himalaya,and so it is also used by Holdich, who says,* "One of
the earliest (Pundit explorations)was also one of the best, for it opened up to us
a new era in Trans-Himalayanknowledge." And on p. 232, he talks of "the
Trans-Himalayanexplorer." It again appearsin David Fraser's' The Marchesof
of a Journey in Thibet, Trans-HimalayanIndia, Chinese
Hindustan, the PRecord
Turkestan,Russian Turkestan,and Persia.' I will also mentionin this connection
that in a letter to me, Prof. Supan has preferredthe name Anti-Himalaya,a name
which also appearsin PeterrearnsMitteilungen. But as the name Trans-Himalaya
has traditionfor it in the history of Indian exploration,I think it may be regarded
as preferable,especiallyas the Viceroy of India has approvedof it.
Even long before my exploration of the unknowncountrynorth of the upper
Brahmaputra,any one could easily understand that there must exist somewhere
a northernwatershed of the great Indian rivers. The journey of Nain Singh iLl
1874 drew this problem a great step forwards,as he passed several self-contained
salt-lakes,and somewherebetweenthem and the northerntributariesof the upper
Brahmaputra,there must, of course, exist a chief watershed. On several rather
old maps attempts have been made to put in tilfs watershed, as, for instance,
in Markham's'Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet,' and of 'The
Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa,' where we find a map drawn by Mr. T.
Saunders,and on this map we find a tremendousrange called Gangri mountains,
as forming the watershed. If this range, which was entered also upon Godwin
Austen's above-mentionedmap, had had any foundationin real explorationwork,
wc shouldnever have neededto vis't the country north of the upper Brahmaputra
any more,but unfortunatelyit is perfectlyfantasticaland utterly wrong,and belongs
to that categoryof geographicaldiscoverieswhich are accomplishedat the writingtable at home.

It has the same value as the tremendous range on the same map

which runs north-east from Tengri-nor,and does not exist in reality, or as the
information"Turki tribes" in the very heart of Tibet. The Gangri mountains
of Saundersare drawn as one continuous range or chain. In reality the TransHimalayan system consists, in its central part, of at least ten differentranges,to
which I have given different names, and several small ranges. Through this
orographythe curious arrangementresults that the watershedof Northern India
runs over from one range to another, and very often is situated in a latitudinal
valley between two ranges. Nobody had ever suspected,and for my own self I
* 'Tibet,' etc., p. 228.
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had never believed, that the orographyof this part of Tibet would be so extremely
complicatedas it has provedto be. The Gangrimountainsof Saundersare broken
through by the Charta-tsangpoin a transversevalley, a mistake which we find still
on the R.G.S.'smap of Tibet, publishedin 1906. ThleCharta-tsangpobegins on the
southernslopes of Trans-Himalayain several small brancheswhich all run into the
lake of Lapchung-tso,fromwhich the m'lin branch of Charta(or rather Chaktak)
tsangpoissues.
On map 8 of vol. 1 in his great work,'China,' Baron Richllthofen
has three
rangesnorth-eastof the upperIndus and upperBrahmaputra,and here we find the
names Aling-gangri,Karakorum,and Kailas. On the lllap No. 69 (p. 690) in vol.
iv. of my ' Scientific Results,' I have marked out two hypothetical ranges in the
unknowncountrynorth of Tsangpo. I supposedthat between them was a chain of
self-containedlakes, to which " Ghalaring-tso" and the Mun lakes belonged. The
northern range I regardedas a watershed to the central lakes, discoveredby Nain
Singh, the southernas the watershedof the Tsangpo. During my last journeyI have
been able to provethat this hypothesis was utterly wrong.
I must mention also a few points from that most valuable and excellent work
of Colonel Bu,rard and Dr. Hayden, entitled 'A Sketch of the Geographyand
Geologyof the Himalaya Mountainsand Tibet.' On the frontispiecemap to vol. 1
we find the Kailas rangeruntlingbetweenthe two branchesof the Indus, and north
of the upper Brahmaputra,and joining the Nien-chen-tang-la. I have no time
now to enter upon a discussionof Burrard'sviews, which I find extremely hypothetical for that part of the hitherto unknown country which I have crossed.
Mr. Longstaft~ says, "This ('Kailas range') is obviously the Trans-Himalayan
system underdiscussion,"and Colonel Burrardsays of it (p. 95), " Trigonometrical
observationsshow that it joins with a range of Tibet, known as the Ninchinthangla, in long. 88?, a point which Dr. Sven Hedin himself fully confirms." But
Colonel Burrardalso says, on the very same p. 95, "East of Manasarowarthe
Kailas range forms generally thle northern rim of the Brahmaputra'strough; it
cannot,however,be called the water-parting,as it is cut throughin places by rivers
from the north." Now, the Trans-Himalayais nothing else than the very waterparting of the Brahmaputratrough, and thus it cannot possibly be the same as
Burrard'sKailas range,as Mr. Longstaff professesto have discovered. And when
he then says, "The absolutelynew section of this range cannot,therefore,be taken
as morethan the distancebetween135?W. (29? 55' 16" N., 84? 33' 33" E.) and the
easterly extremity of the Kailas group in the vicinity of Mariam La, a distance
of about 100 miles," I will remind him of Markham'swords after Littledale's
paper,"In the whole length from Tengri-nor to the Mariam-lapass no one has
crossed them, so far as we know, . . . and I believe nothing in Asi:l is of greater
geographicalimportance than the explorationof this range of mountains." In
fact, the hitherto absolutely unknown part of the Trans-Himalayawhich I
have explored is exactly 500 miles long. But the most amusing of all is
when Mr. Longstaff tells the readersof the GeographicalJournal that Atkinson's
and my own maps of Trans-Himalayaare " practicallyidentical,"regardingthe fact
that Atkinsonhas never been in Trans-Himalaya,and I lhave never publishedmy
maps. It is not sufficientto quote sourceswhich have no foundationin reality. So
ColonelBurrardsays: t " The questionmay be asked whether the snowy rangeseen
by Nain Singh to the southmay not have been the Kailas range. The answeris that
the snow peaks fixed by Nain Singh stand 120 miles north of the Brahmaputra,
* Geogr.Jour,., January, 19'09,p. 97.

t lbidt.,p. 112.
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and many miles north of any known peaks of the Kailas range. Thus the
Aling Kangri peaks east of long. 81? are 100 muilesnorth of the sacred peaks of
Kailas. In long. 85? the two ranges are 100 miles apart, and in 36? N. 80 miles.
and the Kailas range is
Tl'heinterval, in fact, betweenNain Singh'srange of prJeaks
greaterthan between the Kailas and Ladak ranges,and if we have regardto the
we find it more reasonspansof the known rangesof the Himalaya and Karakoramn,
able to assumethat an intermediatetrough separatesNain Singh's range from the
Kailas than that the two apparentchains of mountains are the respectiveflanks of
one broad range." In reality there is only one water-partingrange, or rather
system, although, as I have said before,there is a labyrinthof differentranges. But
this uncertaintyproveshow little we really knew of the country. On ChartXVII.
in his work,ColonelBurrardhas left a tremendousgap betweenthe Ninchin-thang-la
rangeand the rangesin the far west of Tibet. This is right, as nothirngwas known
of the geographyhere. On his ChartXXX. the northernwater-shedof the Tsangpo
some 50 miles furthernorth, between long. 84? to 89?.
ought to be remnzoved
How little we really knew of the country north of the upper BrahmaputraI
have shown in several of the above quotations. One of the greatest authorities
upon the geographyof southernTibet, CaptainRawling, wroteto me, when I wasin
Shigatse, and expressedthe theorythat the northerntributariesof the Tsangpocame
firomthe centrallakes, discoveredby Nain Singh. And exactly the samehypothesis
is advanced by Holdich in his book, which was published after Rawling's and
Ryder'sjourney: * " Judging fromthe great size of these northerntributaries,and
the numberof them, there certainly seems goodreasonforsupposingthat part of the
centrallake district lies within the Brahmaputrabasin. There is no other way of
accounting for their volume." Speaking about Littledale's route, Holdich sayst
that it was " probablynear the northernrim of the Brahmaputrabasin; . . . the
fact that no large riversare crossed seems certainly to indicate that it is here,or
near here,a little to the south, that the northernwatershedof India is to be found.
some of the innumerablelakes it is probablethat those big affluents of the
rotrm
Brahmaputranoted by Nain Singh mausttake their rise; but intermediateto this
long line of route through the central Changand that of the Brahmaputrariver, no
travellerhas yet contributedthe necessarytopographyto enable us to decidewith
certainty." And, finally, Holdich says : about Ryder, " It seems unlikely that he
has establishedthe positionof that dividingline betweenthe centrallake regionand
the Brahmaputrabasin, one of the most importantgeographicalfeaturesin Asia."
So even those men who had specially studied the geography of southern Tibet
believed that the centrallakes drainedto the Brahmaputra. In reality, those lakes
are self-contained,and, with two exceptions,salt. And insteadof rivers streaming
from them to the Tsangpo,we find betweenthem and the upper Brahmaputrathe
most massiveand gigantic mountainsystem in the world,the volume of solid stone
of which must be more considerablethan that of Himalaya.
On ColonelBurrard'sChartXXII., publishedin 1907, we find a very clear and
up-to-datemap of " Routesof Explorersin Tibet, 1865 to 1905." Betweenlong.81?
and long. 89? and on both sides of lat. 33?, we find a perfectly white patch, about
two degrees broad. All explorerswho have been in Tibet, including "The TransHimalayan explorers,"have carefullygone round it, as if they would purposely
avoid it. And the very same white patch we find on " Tibet and the Surrounding
Regions" of 1906. I have been happy enough duringmy last expedition to fill it
up with the main northernwatershedof India, with mountain ranges,rivers,lakes,
temples, tribes,and roads,and to follow and map all the chief geographicallines of
* Geogr.Journ.,January,1909,p. 234.

t

Ibid., p. 284.

t Ibid., p. 296.
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this white patch, on which only one single word had been
the word Unexplored.

perfectlycorrect,namely,

The following communicationsfrom Sir ClementsMarkham and Sir Thomas
Holdichwere read:No one can read Dr. Sven Hedin's paper on
MARKHAM:
" Sir CLEMENTS
Discoveries in SouthernTibet" without being struck by the exhaustivecharacter
of his researches. In combining this essential part of an explorer'sequipment
with his qualificationsas a surveyor and observer, I look upon Sven Hedin as
the beauideal of a VictoriaMedallist, most fullycomplyingwith all the conditions
laid down in the CouncilMinute by which it was instituted.
The so-called Nien-chen-tang-lamountainswere unklnownfrom the Tengri-nor
to the Maryum-lapass, andI always looked upontheirdiscovery,on those meridians,
as the most importantdesideraturnin Asiaticgeography for many reasons. I now
hail Sven Hedin as the discoverer,and I think that his name of Trans-Himalaya
is the best and most convenientthat could be adopted.
He also is undoubtedlythe discovererof the true source of the Brahmaputra,
and his journey with this object strikes me as a most painstaking and accurate
piece of geographicalwork. His discussionof thequestion of connection between
MansarowarandRakas-tal is very interesting and instructive, but I am unable
at
this distance
from means
of referenceto offer any remarksupon it, or upon the
of the source
question
is sure to give rise to animportant
of the Sutlej. His paper
discussion.
THOMAS

Sir
HOLDICH:
I do notlike the term"Trans-Himalayas"for several
reasons.
Inthe first place, it is not aname at all. Ofcourse, Sven Hedin's
mountains
areTrans-Himalayas-that goes without saying; but why print such
obvious
the
?
an
fact on
expressionis notnew-itis
map In the next place, the
very indeed,
has
old

and

beenapplied for years to

mountain

the
region (Transth extreme north of
Himalayan)
including the M ustaghrange from
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e
Kashmir,
Kush
takes
which
the Hindu
off,
the Karakoram, etc. So that, as Sven Hedin
th
admits,
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e
term
Trans-Himalayas
it in
put
English-"beyond the
Himalayas
?)" would extend from the Hindu
Kush
to
the
Salwen, andwould not
section of the
be
in the leastdistinctiveof his Trans Tsangpo
system or " cordillera."
"
"
Department
would
think of printing Trans-Himalayas"
ThIndian
e
Survey
Beyond the Himalayas" across no more
or
such an extent of Asia, than they would put
"Beyondthe
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r rachito
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which we certainly shall not know if we talk of Trans-Himalayas. IHasthe India
Survey Department(which publishesthe map of this part of Asia) been asked what
they think about it ?
ColonelGODWIN-AUSTEN:
It is now forty-six years since I was in the Pangkong
district of Ladak,*and took a last longing look froma high point near Radok to the
eastward,over the flat-lookingbroadbelt of elevated country stretchingto the eastward, dotted with small lakes, arid bounded by a snowy range on the south, the
Aling Kangriof the Royal GeographicalSociety map. Dr. Sven Hedin often refers
to the white patches on that map of 1906, but to me, looking back to their size in
1863, it is wonderfulwhat an enormousamount of topographicalinformationhas
been accumulated in the interval; a very large amount of this work has been
executedby Dr. Sven Hedin. I congratulatehim sincerelyon havillg done it, and
it has been a great pleasure to me to make the acquaintanceof so admirableand
zealousan explorer. Knowing somethingof the country, it is a marvel he is here
after his journeyin the depth of winter from the neighbourhoodof the Karakoram
pass, that death-bedof thousandsof men and baggageanimals; a place the name of
which I never see without thinking of Dr. Stoliczka, a memberof Forsyth's mission,
and a friendof my own, who succumbedto the cold and height of the pass on the
returnjourneyfrom Yarkand.
In connectionwith Mansarowarlake and its outlet, on which so much has been
said and written, I would referto the pioneerwork done long ago by two brothers,
Henry and Richard Strachey,who were among the first to make surveys in this
part of the Himalaya; Henry beginningin 1846 to 1848.$ I would point out how
very accurate their work has proved to be, for it must not be forgottenthat they
had no peaksin Ladak fixed by triangulationto guide them. I am glad to tell you
that this talented officer,ColonelHenry Strachey,is still living; he is ninety-three
this month. Unfortunately,his sight is quite gone, but his memoryis wonderful,
and he still enjoys talking of his explorationsin Tibet, and that of other workersin
the same field.
Dr. Sven Hedin has referre1to what I have written on the 'MountainSystems
of the Himalaya,'$ more particularly with reference to the "Trans-Himalayan
Range,"a term first used, I think, by ColonelCunningham(1854), but he included
in it the Zaskaraxis. Severalwriters since have used the term in a very general
way, more or less hypothetically, accordingto the period they wrote, and their
knowledgeof the country,few having personalknowledgeof it. Assuming that the
basis of any system of orographyshould be geological structure,when compiling
and setting out the sectionsof the westernHimalaya from south to north acrossthe
strike of the rocks, I drew largely on the writings and work of Medlicott,Blanford,
Stoliczka, and Lydekker, and what I had noted and mappedmyself, over a large
extent of the northernfrontierof India. As a whole,the mountainmass consistsof
many more or less parallellines of gneissic rocksandgneissic intrusions,with intervening synclinal basins of stratified rocks, more or less altered. There is great
continuity and similarity of structureon certainzones, occupyingthe same relative
positionson sectionsacross the mass; the same physical featurepresentsitself over
and over again, showing that the forcesplaying a part in the elevation and crushingr
have been on a wide and gigantic scale. The north-west-south-eastLadak axis
representedby the central gneiss of Stoliczka, is a characteristic feature in
Ladak for 300 miles, the Indus flowing on its south side, the synclinal trough of
* " Notes on,"Journalof the Royal GeographicalSociety,1866.
t 'Physical Geography of Western Tibet.' With Map. P'roc R.G.8., November, 1853.
$ Proc. R.G.S., February, 1884.
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Nummuliticage holdingthat position,andrestingon it. I took this as a startingline,
and the most southernof my Trans-Himalayalines of elevation,including in it the
Mustaghwith its subsidiaryranges,the Shayok on the south,and the Karakoramon
the north. South-eastof Leh for100 miles, the samegneissicridge,the Ladak,bounds
the Indus on the south, that river having cut through it, and it holds that position
for quite 150 miles. The Mustaghaxis, I consider,has its easterly extensionto the
Marse-mikLa and the high mass of gneiss north of the Pangkonglake,crossingthat
to the high range south of the Rlldokhplain, where I say, in 1883, " we enter unsurveyedground"; whether it is continuousto the Aling Kangri(Gangri), of the
Royal GeographicalSociety map ofT'libet,is to be seen. Here, these lines laid down
by me as Trans-Himalayaare hypothetical; all deductions,made without personal
observationof the country, partake of that nature. In the map and sections of
1884, the Ladakrange,and all I grouped with it at that time as Trans-Himalaya,
I took great care to lay down in dotted lines eastwardof lat. 32? and lat. 80?.
Where there is so much of intense interest, it is most difficultin a few minutes
to know what to referto; but among the many discoveriesof Dr. Sven HIedin,the
history and extent of the lake basins he has visited is one, and I look forwardto
reading his more detailed account of the country and what he has to say about
them. There is anenormous field of observationin Tibet, and his suggestion of
mappingthe self-containedlake basins is one, showing their extent andformer
outlets. I only knowthose of the
Pangkonglake andTsomorhiri,with theextinct
lakebasins in Rupshu. In the caseof Tsomorhiri,local alterationof levelhas been
assignedforthe dammingof the exit, but ordinarysilting up by wind action may
havedone this. The
Pangkong lake,when atthe periodof the greatestlevel of its
waters,and when fresh, must have extended very far to the eastward-how far
wouldbe a very interestingpoint to solve. Nolevelling has ever been carriedout
ineither case to determine the height of the old lakedeposits. I cannot follow
Mr.Huntington that this lakewas scoopedout by aglacier; myown observations
tendedto show the dam was formed by talusaccumulationsfrom the mountains
onthe south side. This view is confirmedby Frederick Drewin his
description
ofthe lake,* yet I note that Mr. Huntington'sglacial lake theory is considered
with respect to Pangkong.
applicable
t
ThePangkonghas all theappearanceof a
of ordinarydepth eroded in the usual way, once filled
valley
river
upwith water
to the height of its dam,but which, since that step was reached, hasbeenbroken
upinto aseries of lakes by the sedimentarydeposits of its largest tributaries as
atOte. All the broad gravelly valleys so typical of this
Pangkong country are
silted up,having had, Iimagine
(when the climate was milder and moister), a
section
of the usual form.
V
TROTTER:Somany referenceshave been made by Dr. SvenHedin
Sir HEENRY
tothe explorationwork of the Pundit NainSingh, that I feel bound to say afew
wordsonthe subject--inwhich Itakespecial interest,as Istarted him from Ladak
in 1874,in which he discovered and
onhis great journeyvid Tengri Norto Lhasa
roughly
mapped thegreat lake
system of Central Tibet,and on his returnto India
preparedhis map.
Itook his report and
Itis extremely gratifying to find that both Dr.Sven Hedin andMajor Ryder
have
expressedtheir admirationfor the generalaccuracyand excellenceof hiswork
his actual linesof route-i.e. north,
south of the great terraincognita
east, and
along
-the topographyof which has been so lucidly describedto us this afternoon.
*'
and Kashmir
Territories,'p. 323.
t ' Tummoo
Geog. and Geol. of Himalayan
Mountains and
Tibet' (Colonel Burrardand
H. H. Heyden),
pt. iii. p.263.
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Dr. Sven Hedin has stated in his paper that the informationgatheredby the
Pundits from native reportsis almost worth]ess. From my own experienceI know
that for scientific geographyhearsay information,whether collected by Pundits or
any one else, is of little value. At the same time I was much struck by one statement made by the lecturer,referringto the lake of Teri-nam-tso,mnarked
in dotted
lines on Nain Singh's map, that he foundits position" almost correct,although the
Pundit had never seen it, but had only heardof it."
I must, however,take exceptionto the lecturer'sstatement that the result of the
Pundit's differentjourneyscan hardly be used for scientificpurposes.
Their astronomicaldeterminationof latitude are admittedlyexcellent, and may
be accepted as within one minute of the truth; and as regards the much more
difficultquestionof longitude,I will cite two cases. As the resultof the protraction
and adjustmentof Pundit KS's work, in 1874, in the preparationof the map of
Eastern Turkestan, I shifted to the eastward by 23 miles the hitherto accepted
longitudeof Khotan (i.e. from 79? 26' to 79? 59'), and I find that in the latest map
of Khotan preparedby Dr. Stein, it is placed in longitude80? 1?', i.e. differing by
2~ miles only from my originaldetermination.
Again, in preparingNain Singh's map in 1875, I fixed the position of Lhasa,
from his work, at 91? 5' 30" E. long., considerablyto the east of former estimates.
This also held its ground until the recent trigonometricallydeterminedvalue of
MajorRyder'sLhasa,91? 10' 46", showinga differenceof about 5 miles, by no means
a large discrepancy. I thereforemaintainthat the Pundit's workhas beendistinctly
of value for scientificgeography,although it must, of course,give way to connection
by triangulationwith our Indian system.*
Nain Singh was a Gold Medallist of this Society, and has been dead for many
years, but I consider myself bound to vindicate his reputationfor accurate and
valuablework. It is due not only to his memory,but also to that of my former
chief, the late ColonelMontgomerie,who instructed the first pundits and superintended their work.
To revert to Dr. Hedin's explorations. Nain Singh, in his passagethrough the
lake district, fixed the positionof numeroussnowy peaks to the south of his route
for a distance of several hundredmiles; many of these correspondwell with Sven
Hedin'swork. The most importantof these peaks,Targot-Yap,the pundit estimated
to be 25,000 feet in height, and it is undoubtedlyidentical with the Targ Gangri
of Sven Hedin. Major Ryder, on the other hand, in his recent journey up the
Brahmaputra,fixed the position of several snowy peaks to the north of his route,
varying in height from 20,000 up to 23,150 feet; but between these two mountain
ranges on the north and south, Dr. Hedin has found several other ranges whose
existencewas unknown. He has crossedseven times this terra incognita extending
500 miles in length, and of great and varying breadth,and his work will remaina
splendidrecordof his zeal and energy,andwill probablynot be improvedupon until
our grandchildrenor great-grandchildren,
in future ages, shall explore and map the
eight minor blanks which will have been left by Dr. Hedin betweenhis seven lines
of route.
To this newly discoveredmountain system, Dr. Hedin has most appropriately
given the name Trans-Himalaya,to which only one objectioncan be raised. The
mappingof CentralAsia has been chiefly done by Russiansfromthe north, English
from the south, and by the renowned Swedish explorer from many directions.
* It is interestingto note that in d'Anville'smap of date 1733,the longitudeof
Lhasa is within a mile of MajorRyder'sdetermination,
while its latitude is in error
by no less than 22] miles.
2p 2
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Indian map-makers would naturally call the newly discovered system TransHimalaya, but to the Russians it would be Cis-Himalaya. As, however, in a
precisely similar case, the Russians have called the range south of the Alai,
the Trans-Alai, and we have accepted that name, so we may hope that the
Russiangeographerswill acceptthe term " Trans-Himalaya,"although if they had
discoveredthis mountainsystem, it would naturallyhave been called Cis-Himalaya.
A few wordsas to the sourceof the Brahmaputra. It must always be recollected
that a river has several sources,and althoughboth Nain Singh and MajorRyder
ascendedthe greatriver for severalhundredsof miles, up to one of its sources,in the
Maryum La, yet neither one nor the other has laid claim to have visited its
principalsource; both of them indicated a much larger stream coming from the
north-west, and about 30 miles short of the Maryum La, Nain Singh speaks of
the gigantic range visible to the south, the large glaciers of which filled every
ravine of that range,and evidently formedthe sourceof the river. It is this glacier
region that Sven Hedin has now visited and mapped--a great triumph on which
we must heartily congratulatehim, as no one can doubt that the area in question
containsthe principalsourcesof the mighty river.
The still morecomplicatedand difficultproblemas to the sources of the Indus
and the Sutlej I must leave to personshaving greaterknowledgeof the subject than
myself.
The fact that behind the main range of the Himalayas
CONWAY:
Sir MARTIN
exists
another
great
range, has long been understood by mountaineers, but
there
betweenthe
recognitionofsuch a fact and any kindof preciseknowledgeof thenature
of the rangein question there is a
great gap, andit is this gapwhich Dr. Hedin's
discoverieshave done so much tofill. It is hardly necessary to say that no studydrawnoutline of imagined mountains ever approximates to the actual facts of
which an explorerreveals. This is trueeven in the case of small
mountain-contour
details-the ridges andabutments of a single peak, even when the form of its
summit hasbeen known, as inthe case of K2. To discuss, therefore, therelative
inaccuraciesin this or the other sketched-in approximation to what different
geographers
have believedmight more or less vaguely represent theactual form of
anunexploredrange is towaste time. The manwho actually traversedpreviously
untraversedground, is the first to replace deductions and hypotheses byactual
knowledge,and thenceforward hisinformationbecomes thestarting-pointfor all
futuredevelopmentsin knowledge.
Dr. Hedinhas briefly indicated in hispapers thecentral fact, which is to be
revealedby the cumulation
of all theexplorationsof Tibet, andthe ultimate revelationof thedetailed form of that great elevated region. Itis theanswerto the
question,Howwas that region sculptured out into its present complicatedform?
Assuming the whole Tibetan area and the adjacent highland

to east and west to

havebeen elevatedtogether,with the Himalayas
for thesouthern,and the Kuenluns
for thenorthern scarps, itseems likely that originallythe general aspect of the
wholeregionwas such as is nowcharacteristic of thecentral portion,north of the
Trans-Himalaya.We may think of it as high undulating ground with ridges
running
roughlyeast and west, ridgeswhich in time have weathered totheir present
condition. Thestrike of these ridgeswould naturally tendto shed off thewater
thatfell on the
region toeast and west alongthe furrows. As therain mainly came
from the
hot south, thesouthern streamswould have been most active, and of the
tributaries
those drainingsouthwardfacingslopeswouldhave been the more
vigorous.
Itis for this reason that so many of theprincipal east-and-west ridges are cut
throughbywhat were atfirst merely short torrents tearing downthe slopes. It
at all surprisingthat Dr. Hedinshould have revealed such a
is, therefore,not
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complicationin the northern feeders of the upper Brahmaputra,or that he should
have found them penetratingthroughwhat were originally parallel and continuous
ridges. Just as the Indus, the Sutlej, and the Brahmaputraitself cut through the
main Himalaya range, having been captured by the more vigorous southwardflowing torrentsof the plateau's original edge, so their upper reachesin their turn
have cut back into the ranges behind,and doubtless are still cutting back and
tending ultimately to gouge out and abolish the last fragmentsof the great plateaus,
with their relatively few remaining salt lakes and wide expanses. Not until the
whole detailed topographyof interiorTibet is revealed shall we be able to form any
completeaccount of the history of the growth of the great rivers and the various
transformationstheir course has undergone. It is Dr. Hedin's great service to
geographicalscience to have contributed materially to the reductionto relatively
small compassof the unknown area which not long ago was so large.
Dr. Sven Hedin will, I am sure,understand,if, under
Mr.DOUGLAS
FRESHFIELD:
the pressureof time, I omit all complimentsand congratulationson his wonderfully
successful explorationsof unknown Tibet.
Thereare two points, one in what he has said to-day, one in his first lecture,to
which I should like shortly to return. I have never myself crossed the frontier of
Tibet proper,but from a height of over 20,000 feet in the Debatableland I have
looked over many hundredsquaremiles of that country. It is not, I must confess,
a region the natural features of which attract a mountaineer; for a proper
mountainought to have a bottom as well as a top. The Tibetan ranges,springing
froma platform,as Dr. Sven Hedin has told us, of 12,000 feet, have no bottoms.
Let the believers in the spadeworkdone by glaciers explain it as best they can.
The Tibetan glaciers have not succeededin digging valleys. That feat has been
reservedfor the torrentsof the southernslope. In upper Sikhimas you approachthe
watershed you can recognize the exact spot where the protection of the ice has
ceased. This, however, is only an Incidentalremark; the subjectis rather one for
my friendand companion,Prof. Garwood,than for myself.
The point in Dr. Sven Hedin'srecentlecture on which I wish to express some
doubt, is his allusion to military geography. If I have not been into Tibet, I have
at least made a study on the spot of some of the routesfrem Tibet into India.* Dr.
Sven Hedin speaks of the easternHimalayaas a granitewall impregnableto modern
armiesand sufficient to protect India from any fear of invasion. He thinks that
any apprehensionson this scoremay fairly be called " exaggerated." At the present
time this is in no sense a questionof currentpolitics, and I can refer to it without
any fear of trespassingon forbiddenground. As a general proposition,I dissent
from Dr. Sven Hedin'sview; I do not think it is borneout by history. Mountain
chains have never served-except in poetry-as efficientramparts. In this particular
case the evidenceis at hand. The Chinesehave never found any difficulty in sending troopsto Lhasa. Of course they send them by the regular road,and not over
the remote highlands Dr. Sven Hedin has been the first to reveal to the Western
world. They have done more. As Dr. Sven Hedin has remindedus, at the close of
the eighteenth centurythey sent an army of 70,000 men into Nepal and won a battle
within a few miles of Katmandu. It is true that a modern army carries more
impedimentathan a primitive force,but on the other hand the facilities for light
transportand provisionmenthave increased. The Chinese may at any day imitate
the Japanesein adoptingand improvingon European methods. In 1888 a Tibetan
force crossed the Himalaya, threatenedSikhim, and alarmedDarjiling. We have
* See Geogr.Journ.,January,1904; and Journalof the Societyof Arts,February,
1905.
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recently sent an army with light artilleryover the outer Himalaya to Lhasa. No
doubt in the Himalayas,as in the Alps, it is not so much the actual passes as the
gorgeson the south side of the chain that form the most formidableobstaclesto the
invader. Blt most gorgeshave a way roundthem, and there are too many to guard
them all.
I do not anticipatethat India will be invadedfrom the north-eastin the lifetime
of any of those here present. But I believethat if Chinawere allied with a Western
power and a Chinese force were collected in the Brahmaputravalley, it would
necessitatethe detentionof a corresponding
forceto protectBengal, and thus interfere
with the adequateprotectionof the North-Westfrontier. I cannotbut regret,therefore, that Tibet has been handed over to China,body and soul, in place of being
constitutedin some sense a bufferstate. Dr. Sven Hedin suggests that the situation
producedby an attempt to invadeIndia on this side would be"amusing." It might
be so to the disinterestedobserverat a distance,but I doubt if this would be the
point of view of the officials at Calcutta responsiblefor the defenceof the British
possessionsin India. Dr. Sven Hedinis so great an authorityon all things Tibetan
that I fear that his words--even in an obiterdictum -may be taken in a sense and
given a weight which he possibly does not intend by some civilianand economical
statesman. I have, therefore,ventured very briefly to suggest a viewwhich is, I
know,held byothers far better qualifiedthan myself toenforceit.
: I understandthat the discussion of Dr.SvenEedin's last
CaptainRAWLING
journeywhich is taking place to-daywill be confinedto Southern Tibet, and will
mainlyfall underfour heads-the mountainousregion lying to thenorth of the
and the sources of the Sutlejand
Brahmaputra,thesources ofthe Brahmaputra,
the Indus, andto that part of Tibet alone will I confine my remarks. I donot
intend to argue on the
prosand cons of the discoveriesof formertravellers, but
simply to laybefore you the more valuable geographicalfeatures asseen during
ourjourney in 1904-5, in order that they may becomparedwith the latest
information
obtained by Dr. Sven Hedin.
Itmust beremembered thatmy expeditionthen was a politicalmissionand not
ageographical one. Wewere compelledto travel atexpress speed and to cover
1100miles, the distance from
Gyangtse to Gartok and Simla,in three months.
much fresh geographicalinformationwas obtainedand 40,000square
Nevertheless,
milesofcountrysurveyed. This work would have been impossiblehad there not
beenattached to myexpedition a survey party under,and Isay this without the
slightestintention of flattery, twoof thefinest expertsin survey work to befound
Ryder and his assistant,CaptainWood.
inany country, Major
intend
based on theunanimousopinionof all of us,
tomake are
Theremarks I
formedwhen wewere on the ground,and from the closest observation that the
limitedtime atour disposal would permit of. Of theperfect accuracyof Ryder's
bears generouswitness. Itdoes not profess to be acomplete
work, Dr.Sven Hedin
of
the
entire
basin
of the upper Brahmaputra,butsimply the countrywhich
map
could,with extreme labourand only by skilled hands, be accurately surveyed
a hard andrapid journey. A glance at Ryder's
during
map will show that the
Chata Tsangpo,opposite Saka Dzong, andsome other tributaries, areentered in
dotted
lines, showing where the coursesof the rivers appeared to lie,judged by the
trend
of the mountains
as seen from a great distance.
Havingmentioned Saka Dzong,let me break off for one moment, to pay a
who died
tokenof respect to the memory ofthat faithful servant of Sven Hedin
here. Mahomed
Isa was oneof the finest charactersit has been myfortune to be
thrown
with. Trustworthy andindomitablein hiswork, hisknowledge of Asia
unequalled
in his famous
was
by anynative, for he had accompanied Younghusband
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journey from China,he was with Cary,with Dalgleish who was afterwardsmurdered,and with Dutreuil de Rhins, where he was a helpless witness of his master's
violent death at the hands of the Tibetans. He acted as my caravanbashi in the
Gartokexpedition,accompaniedSven Hedinduring his recentjourney,and died,after
thirty years of faithful service, at this desolatespot.
The early reportswhich reachedEngland respectingDr. Sven Hedin'sdiscoveries
gave the impressionthat a great range,rivalling the great Himalayan chain, had
been found far to the north of anything seen by us. As Dr. Sven Hedin has
since informedus, the report was incorrect,no such range being in existence, and
he has also provedthat the range surveyed by Ryder,which runs parallel to, and
distant 50 miles from, the north bank of the Brahmaputra,is not surpassedin
altitude by any range of mountains right up to the Kwen Luen. But of equal
importance to this negative proof are his discoveries of numerous self-contained
basins formed by, not one, but many ranges, some of which constitute and define
exactly the entire watershedof the upperBrahmaputrabasin, and extend its limits
far beyondwhat was formerly believedto be its area.
You will notice the similarity of the drainage system of the northernslopes of
the Himalayasand what I will call at the presentmomentRyder'smountains. The
rivers on the northernslopes of both at first flow northwards,then,when stoppedby
another and lesser range, turn to the south, and, cutting their ways by devious
gorges through their original ranges, join the waters of the southern slopes, and
forma part of the great rivers which finally pour into the Indian ocean. Now, it
is an establishedfact that the rise of the great Himalayan range has taken place
during recent geological periods,and, as ColonelBurrardsays: " The whole length
of the great Himalayan range belongs to one geological age, and in the same
geologicalage as the mountainsof Afghanistan and Beluchistan,in fact the ranges
of Central Asia appear to belong to one great system, and to have no separate
existence from that system." But it has remainedforDr. Sven Hedin to provethat
all these ranges are alike, and that the earth movements taking place in one are
duplicated in the other. Alike in their formation,the final results are opposite:
the basin of the Gangescannotincreasein area,but the basin of the Brahmaputra
can and will, for as the tributaries,in the course of centuries,cut back into the
plateau by head erosion,so will the self-containedbasins to the north be absorbed
and finally forrppart of the great Brahmaputrabasin, providedthere is no material
decreasein the rainfall.
And now as to the name of the mountainoussystem. Personally,I do not like
the term Trans-Himalaya,for by rights this belongs to the rangelying immediately
to the north of the Himalayas, and between that range and the Brahmaputra.
Foreign names and duplicationof names are, if possible,to be avoided. May I
suggest such a one as Pen Kangri, or the Snow mountains of Tibet, or Pen Lho
Kangri, a free translationof the Snow mountainsof SouthernTibet. Kailas range,
the name suggested by Colonel Burrard,is good for that particularrangein which
Kailas is situated, but, as Dr. Sven Hedin has demonstrated,this is only one of
similar ranges, and therefore it hardly seems quite appropriatefor the whole
system.

I will now leave this district and move to the source of the river. Dr. Sven
Hedin takes a too literal reading of certain remarksof Ryder and myself with
regardto the MaryumLa being the sourceof the Brahmaputra. Where the matter
is dealt with in a more detailedand scientific manner it is evident that we clearly
recognizedthe main sourceof the river: for,as Rydersays,when facing the Maryum
La: " We could see the watershedrange ahead of us, from the valleys of which
innumerablestreams issue to formthe Tsangpo,the largest coming fromthe snowy
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range to the south-west." Again, Ryder,in his map-and this after all is the best
proof--distinctlyshows the sourcein the glaciersfarto the south-westof the Maryum
La. It seems to me that the whole question can be summedup in the sentence:
that the principalsourcesof the Brahmaputrawere known to lie in the Indo-Tibet
borderlineglaciersto the south of GunchuTso, but it has remainedfor Dr. Sven
Hedin to survey and locate more definitely than has ever been done before, the
headwatersof the river.
Next comes the question as to the sourcesof the Sutlej. First of all, what is a
source? I maintain, though it is possible I am in error, that it is the longest
visible branchof a river system, and, if there are two branchesof equal length, then
that which carries the most water at its greatest flood. On this hypothesis I base
the following problem and its solution. To start at the beginning, it will be
grantedthat small rivers run into Manasarowarand that that lake and RakasTal
are connected, for by photographsand the testimony of every traveller,except, of
course,Mr. Savage Landor,such is provedto be the case. All that remainsnow is
to determinewhether the Sutlej is connectedwith RakasTal. At present there is
no surface outflow, and none has been reported for many years. From my
definition of a source,therefore,I am forced to draw the conclusionthat the connection does not exist. Dr. Sven Hedin takes a contraryopinion,basing his view
on the probablesupposition(also heldby Henry Strachey in 1846) that some of the
water of RakasTal filters through the soil, afterwardsrising as springs in one of
the tributaries of the Sutlej. In 1905 Mr. Sherring reported that the natives
likewise believe in this undergroundescape. But it is an extremelydifficultthing
to prove. Even the fact that RakasTal is fresh at the presenttime meansnothing,
for we know that the lake did regularly overflow forty or fifty years ago, and it
would take centuries for a lake the size of RakasTal to become salt. Ryder,I
consider, is correct in placing the present source in a branch flowing from the
southern hills. I may be quite wrong in my reasoning,but the whole question
"
appearsto turnon the definitionof the word source."
I am to-night making observationsbased purelyon personalexperience,andas I
have never visited the northernand main branchof the Indus, will not venture an
opinionas to its source.
In spite of the interest centring aroundthe sourcesof the Brahmaputra,Sutlej,
and Indus, yet, as a matterof geographicalvalue, they sink into comparative
insignificancewhen comparedwith the definite elucidationof the northernwatershed of the upper Brahmaputrabasin, and the intricate system of ranges found
in and beyondthat region. And for this knowledgewe are entirely indebtedto Dr.
Sven Hedin.
I beg to congratulateDr. Sven Hedin on the successful
Dr. T. G. LONGSTAFF:
conclusionof his latest journey, a journey during which he had again displayed
those qualitiesof enduranceand determinationwith whichwe have always associated
his name. May I particularlycongratulatehim on being the first travellerto force
his way right acrossthe centreof that great rangeof mountainswhich lies to the
northof the Indus-Brahmaputratrough.
I have a few commentsto make on this paper,but I feel that they are privileged
for this is a scientificsociety, and the academicdiscussionof papersmust always be
one of its chief functions. I wish to draw attention to that rangeof snow mountains
discoveredby Nain Singh in 1874, and along the northernside of which he travelled
for more than 800 miles (' Walker's GeneralReport,'G.T.S.,1874-75, p. 20). I am
uncertainwhetherDr. Sven Hedin includes this in his own Trans-Himalaya. The
andI thinkthat
lectureridentifiesNain Singh'sTargotLha with his own Targo-gangri,
when he has workedout his observationswe shall find that his own Shakangsham
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is none other than Nain Singh's Shyalchikang Jang. I was sorry to hear that
remark deprecating the value for scientific purposes of the work of such very
remarkablemen as the late Nain Singh, C.I.E.,and Kishen Singh, R.B. Many of us
must recall the very different opinion of them which was expressed before us by
such authoritiesas Sir Frank Younghusbandand MajorRyder less than four years
ago. I may be excused for recallingthis testimony, since I am personallyindebted
to Kishen Singh. The methods of any traveller may be consideredantiquatedby
those who followin thirty or forty years'time. It is almost a truismto say that no
explorer can expect to producean original map in which correctionswill not be
made by those who come after him.
It is rather surprisingthat the lecturer is so unappreciativeof Trelawney
Saunders. His delineationof Dr. Sven Hedin's 'Trans-Himalaya' in the ' Atlas of
India' (Stanford,1889; 12 Maps and Memoir)is based on the work of the Pandits,
including Kishen Singh's later journeys,and I still venture to recommendit to the
notice of any one interestedin this discussion. Saunderscalls it the Gangri range,
because it is par excellencethe snowy range of Tibet; although, as was pointed
out in 1877, and again in 1896, Brian Hodgson had alreadyadopted the name
" Nyenchenthangla." (' Selectionsfrom the Recordsof the Governmentof Bengal,'
Calcutta, 1857, p. 88, etc.) In the Memoir,Saunders begins his descriptionas
follows: "The northernside of the great Tibetantrough culminatesin a rangethat,
for extent, importance,and altitude,may well stand alongsideof the parallelranges
of the Himalaya."
This rangeis included in that great mountain-systemdescribedby Burrardand
Hayden in their ' Sketch of Geography,etc., of the Himalaya and Tibet,' as the
Kailas range. It is definitelyknown to extend for more than 1400 miles. Their
frontispieceshows its middle section of about 600 miles extending eastward as
a continuousrangefrom the 80th meridianuntil it is joined by the Ninchinthangla
at aboutthe 88th meridian. In this middle sectionthey give a list of a dozen peaks
rangingfrom 20,000 to upwardsof 23,000 feet. These, with numerouslesser points,
methodsof the first degree
were fixed (mostly by CaptainWood) by Lrigonometrical
of accuracy, in the course of the expedition to Gartok under Captain Rawling's
leadership. The series may be consideredan extension of the G.T.S. of India.
Certainlyits parentageis irreproachable.
I am quite sure that the lecturerdid not realizewhat he was showingus in that
ChartXVII. of ColonelBurrard's,and upon the blanks in which he laid so much
stress. That diagramis entitled ' Chartto illustratehow the greatHimalayarange
terminatesfirstly at the Indus, secondlyat the Brahmaputra.' To renderthat chart
clearer,such insignificantdetails as the Sutlej river, togetherwith all the mountain
rangesboth north and south of the great Himalaya,except those at its two extreme
ends, are purposelyomitted; therefore,naturally,the Kailas range is omitted with
the others. But in any case, as I understandhim, Dr. Sven Hedin excludes this
great rangefrom his own Trans-Himalaya,becauseWood'speaks are not situatedon
the actual water-parting. Yet how could we describe,and by what name shouldwe
call, the loftiest peaks in the worldif we applied a similar line of argument to the
Himalayaitself?
As to nomenclature,we alreadyhave Ninchinthangla,Gangri,and Kailas. The
latternamewas firstappliedto the wholerangeby Cunninghamin 1847. You will find
the name Kentaisse(a misprint for Kenlaise, the old form of Kailas) on Rennell's
map of 1782, but he gave it to that well-knownpeakonly. Now " Trans-Himalaya"
is suggestedto us. As the lecturerhas himself admitted,Cunninghamhas already
bestowed the name Trans-Himalayaon that range which in Ladak and Western
Tibet separatesthe valley of the Sutlej from that of the Indus (' Ladak,'p. 43 and
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plate 1). Morphologically,this range is continued eastward north of the true
Himalaya, though it is broken through by the Sutlej. It culminates south of
Mansarowarin GurlaMandhata(25,350 feet), the highest mountainsituatedentirely
within Tlibet. It extends eastwardagainright up to the bend of the Brahmaputra,
carrying twenty-five measuredpeaks of over 20,000 feet. It is quite a distinct
range from the Great Himalaya. Standing on Gurla Mandhata,the Himalaya of
Nepal seem almost as far to the south as the Kailas rangeseems to the north, so
that the beholderrealizes that he is alreadystanding on a truly trans-Himalayan
range, and if any rangejis to be called Trans-Himalaya,it should be this, as
Cunninghamperceived. But Himalayan nomenclatureis alreadytoo complicated.
We have Upper, Lower,Outer,Innerl,Mid, Sub, Lesser, Great,Central,and TransHimalaya. It was to obviateany furtherextension of the name that Burrardand
Hayden labelled the whole of this range(I mean the first rangenorth of the Great
Himalaya) the Ladak range, and applied the name Kailas range to that system
still furtherto the north and across the Indus-Brahmaputra
trough. The analogies
of Trans-Caucasiaand Trans-Caspiado not, I think, hold good. Such terms are
very convenientto apply to a regionwhose exact limits you do not wish to define,
but they are not sufficientlydistinctive to apply to a mountainsystem. For many
years we have read of the " trans-Himalayan regions" and of the " transHimalayan sources" of Indian rivers. Let ~us also speak generally of transHimalayan ranges; but we must give up this useful adjective if the name is
to be affixedto one particularmountainsystem.
Discussion as to the exact locationof the source of any great river system is
complicatedby the absenceof any universallyaccepteddefinitionas to what actually
constitutesthe ultimate sourceof a river. Since it has alreadybeen mentionedthis
evening,I will begin with the Brahmaputra.
In 1864 Mr. T. W. Webber, ColonelEdmund Smyth, Henry Hodgson,and the
Hon. RobertDrummond(who in 1855 launchedhis collapsableboat on Mansarowar
lake) wereat Taklakar,in Purang. Thencethey crossed the lofty Dak Eo pass to
the south of Gurla Mandhata,a route seldom traversedeven by natives. This led
them over into the very head of the Brahmaputravalley. That river is described
as taking origin in the glaciers or a great peak called Limi. Of coursethis is a
Bhotia and not a Tibetan name. They followed down the main streamto within
sight of Truksum,80 to 90 miles from the source,and only 50 miles aboveTradom.
This expedition is described by Mr. Webber in his ' Forests of Upper India'
(chap. xi.), and I think he and his companionsmust be given the credit of being
the first travellersto reach the sourceof the Brahmaputra. At the sametime it is
obviousthat Dr. Sven Hedin is the first to give us a detailedsurvey made on the
spot, althoughhe substantiallyconfirmsNain Singh'sgeneralaccuracy.
The whole question of the hydrographyof the Mansarowarbasin is, I know, a
very complicatedone, for, as the lecturer evidently perceives, we are watching
a change in the " Pulse of Asia," but I would venture to urge that the chief credit
for its solution must always remain with Henry Strachey. Burrardand Hayden,
after reviewing and summing up all the evidence,definitelyinclude it within the
Sutlej drainagearea,a conclusionwith which Dr. Sven Hedin seems in entire agreement. The hypothesis of an undergroundcommunicationbetween the two lakes
was advanced by Colebrookein 1816 ('Asiatic Researches,'vol. 12, p. 376), in
consequenceof Moorcroft'sfailure to find a visible efflux. I think any one who
examines Sherring'spanoramicphotograph(' Western Tibet,' p. 271), which shows
the whole channel between the two lakes, will see where that undergroundcommunication is situated. The reason Moorcroftdid not find this channel is quite
simple. In his anxiety to miss nothing, and he rarely did miss anything, he
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walked along the actual lake side of Mansarowar,and the shingle bank over the
effluent channel, beside which he was walking, effectuallyconcealedthat channel
from his view.
The sourceof the Sutlej was formerlythat stream which enters the GunchuTso
on the west side of the Maryum-la. It is interesting to recall that Alexander
Gerardplaced it there ninety years ago ('Account of Koonawur,'etc., p. 139).
This lake formerlydischargedinto the Tokchen river, and so reached Mansarowar.
Now the first link in the chain is broken. The GunchuTso, shrunkenand salt, is
no longerable to find an exit towardsthe west. So we regardedthe Tokchen river,
with a courseof about 30 miles, as the prime source. Now Dr. Sven Hedin finds
that the Tagi-tsangpocarriesa greatervolume of water down to Mansarowar,
and so
makes this streamthe genetic source of the Sutlej. But, as he himself perceives,
another link in the chain is giving way between Rakas Tal and Tirthapuri,and
when this processis complete,and the Mansarowarbasin is quite cut off from the
Sutlej, another source will have to be found. Perhapsthis may come soonerthan
we expect. In August, 1905, I forded the Sutlej a mile above Tirthapuri, and
about 6 miles above the point where the Chukarjoins the main river. During the
same month I crossedthe DarmaYangti and the Guni Yangti at a point distant
about 23 miles fromthe Sutlej. These two streams unite with the Chu Naku and
the waters from the Gyanema lagoons to form the Chu Kar, which dischargesinto
the Sutlej. Now I found as much water in both the Darma and tl e Guni Yangti
as I found in the Sutlej at the point named,though they are not so wide as the
latter river. The united volume of the Chu Kar itself must thereforebe very considerable. Indeed, if we accept Dr. Sven Hedin's own definition,we cannot even
now locate with certainty the genetic source of the Sutlej. Let us suppose some
future traveller proves that the Chu Kar itself carriesmore water than the headstream of the Sutlej after it has been joined by the Missar river. He may then
seek the sourceof the DharmaYangti amongstthe Nui peaksto the south. Should
he returnand tell this or some other Society that he has discoveredthe true source
of the Sutlej, some one would, I trust, make the comment that, in 1846, Henry
Stracheysaid, " It is a question that can be decided only by actual measurement
perhaps, whether the main source of the Sutlej be not in the Darma Yankti"
(Journal Asiatic Societyof Bengal, 1848, p. 157).
In referenceto the Indus, the lecturerhas told us how Nain Singh crossedit at
Giachuruff,some five marchesbelow its source. But we must not forget that at
Giachuruff,in spite of the imminentdanger of his position,this intrepidsurveyor
voluntarily separatedhimself from his companion,despatchingthe latter up stream
in search of the river's source (Proc. R.G.S., vol. 39, p. 151, etc.). This second
pandit made his way up the river for nearly 50 miles, and was only stopped
at Jiachan by the unwelcome attentions of a party of robbers. These may have
been the fathersof some of those friendsof Dr. Sven Hedin'saboutwhom he told us
the othernight. At any rate, these robbersdid him a good turn, for they prevented
the pandit from reachingthe Lion's Mouth itself, and in consequence,Dr. Sven
Hedin has gained the distinction of being the first travellerto reachthe ultimate
sourceof the Indus.
May I add in conclusion,though it must be obviousto all of us, that Dr. Sven
Hedin has only been ableto place beforeus to-night a very small portionof his vast
store of observations,and that until these come to be publishedin full it is almost
impossible to realize the great importance and the very solid scientific results
achievedin the courseof his latest expedition.
Major LENOX-CONYNGHAM:
First, looking at the name as a whole,there aretwo
groundsof objection:
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In the first place, the name, as Dr. Sven Hedin has mentioned,has been used
before. It was appliedin 1847 by Sir AlexanderCunningham,to a rangewhich lies
to the south of Ladak. It is no longerin use, but to resuscitatean old name and
apply it to a new locality is to sow a seed of future confusion.
In the second place, a great many names of the same sort as Trans-Himalaya
have been used in the past, there have been Upper-Himalaya,Lesser-Himalaya,
Outer-Himalaya,Lower-Himalaya,Sub-Himalaya, Inner-Himalaya, Great-HEIimalaya, Central-Himalaya. To add yet another to this confusingseries is a course
which is much to be deprecated.
Next, consideringthe use of the prefix " trans."
Unless used with the sense of motion,as in Trans-Atlanticsteamer,this prefix
should always be in contradistinctionto " cis," and even though the wordwith the
prefix " cis " may not be in generaluse, there should be somethingwhich could be
called by that name. There should be a distinct line of demarcationseparating
the cis-side from the trans-side. Thus, in the case of Trans-Caspia,the Caspian
sea is the dividing-line, and we have a Cis-Caspian region correspondingto
Trans-Caspia. So with the Caucasus,there is a Cis-Caucasianregion balancing
Trans-Caucasia. But in the case of the proposedTrans-Himalayathere is no
Cis-Himalaya,but the plains of India, which could not appropriatelybe called
by that name, and which forms no adequate "pendant" to the highlands of
Tibet.
Again, in the case under discussion, the Himalayas do not form the line of
demarcation, the Indus-Brahmaputravalley is the dividing-line between the
HimalayasandDr. SvenHedin's Trans-Himalayansystem, so that Trans-Tsangpo,or
some such name, would be more suitable if the prefix " trans" is to be used at all.
It is true that the case of the Alai and Trans-Alairanges affordsa precedent,but
it is an unfortunatepiece of nomenclature,and is rather an error to be avoided
than an exampleto be followed. It was quite correct to speak, as Montgomerie
and others did, of Trans-Himalayanexploration,for then the Himalayas formed
the dividing-line,and everything on the other side of them was included in the
term.
But the most seriousobjectionto the name Trans-Himalayadoes not lie in the
prefix" trans,"but in the word Himalaya. The important,the primary,geographical
featureof this part of Asia is the great Tibetan table-land. This is the dominant
fact. The Himalayas are merely the southern rampartof this mighty mass-an
incident of its configuration. To take the name Himalayaand apply it to the parent
mass is to call the greaterafter the less, the cause after the effect. This is a course
which shouldat all costs be avoided. Moreover,the term Himalayanalreadycovers
a very wide area.and from a practicalpoint of view it is undesirableto extend its
use. When ColonelBurrardwas writing his ' Sketch of HimalayanGeography,'he
decided,in agreementwith Sir T. H. Holland and others, that the name Himalaya
should be strictly confinedto the southernrampartof the Tibetan mass, and that
the number of compounds,such as sub-Himalayan,should be cut down as much
as possible. These authorities view with dismay the suggestion to bring yet
another of such compoundsinto use, and to carry the name Himalaya furtherinto
Tibet.
In a recent letter, ColonelBurrardsays" I trust that Dr. Sven Hedin will not think that the objectionsraisedto the
name trans-Himalayaare frivolous or obstructive. I can assure him that they
are considered weighty by men who have devoted their lives to the study of
geographyand geology, and who wish to avoid all risks of future inconvenience
and controversy."
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The PRESIDENT
(after the discussion): If nobody else wishes to speak,I should
like to make one or two general remarksin bringing this interesting discussion to
a close. My remarkswill be quite general,because I am not an expertin matters
of Tibetan geography. I have always been taught to concentratemy mind as far
as possible on things and facts, and to consider that wordsand namesare far less
important. The misuse of words,of course, may do harm, but words and names
in themselves are of comparative little importance. Now, facts may, broadly
speaking, be divided into two classes-facts which are known, and facts which
are not known. To-night we may add a third class-facts which are known to
Dr. Sven Hedin and which are not known to us. I make this remark, because
it does seem to me extremely hard that an explorer,after coming back from a great
expedition like that which our distinguished guest has undertaken, should be
expected immediatelyto give his results to the world in a full and completeform.
It is absolutely impossiblefor any man, work he ever so hard, to give the full
resultsof his laboursuntil aftermany, many months'labour. If time had permitted,
it would have been interesting if Dr. Sven Hedin could have given us a few more
specimens out of his huge storehouse of information; for there are so many
important subjects he has yet hardly touched on. There is, as a single example,
that great question of the desiccationof Tibet-whether this country is getting
drier quickly or slowly, temporarilyor permanently. With regard to the known
facts concerningthe white patch on the map, which Dr. Hedin has coveredwith
his exploration,we all know what was done by Nain Singh on the west and north,
by Littledaleon the east, by Ryder and Rawling on the south, and concerningthe
peaks which have been observedby Wood at a distance. These facts are all known,
and on record. Those discoverershave had due credit given them; and I am quite
certain that Dr. Sven Hedin would be the very last person to wish in any way
to detract fromwhat they have done. Then, with regard to the question of what
I may call " hypothetical map-making"-the filling up of white unexploredplaces
on slender information-I fully agree with Dr. Sven Hedin that the best thing
is that some one should go to these placesand ascertain the facts as he has done.
This is not always possible,and in these circumstanceswe must be permitted to
fill up these blank spaces as well as we can, a work which is useful if clearly
indicatedas hypothetical.
I have always been struck with the profoundwisdomof the wordsof Bacon,who
said " that the truth comes soonerout of errorthan out of ignorance." The filling
up of a blank space in a map may be erroneous,but it may also be a step in the
right direction. I think, if Dr. Hedin will look back,he may possibly recognizethat
where maps have been filled up even erroneouslythey have stimulatedhis imagination and helped him forwardin the path of explorationin which he has done such
wonders. But the making of these hypothetical maps, this filling in of blank
spaces on slender information,is a totally differentthing from filling up the map
from actual knowledge. The two operationsare quite different,and need not be
discussed together. One is a hypothesis for the purposeof facilitating discovery,
whilst the other is actual work done, for which the same credit is due whether preceded by a correcthypothesis or not. Lastly, with regard to the facts which are
indisputableconcerningDr. Sven Hedin'swork. If we take two points in Tibet,
and if we draw a curved line betweenthem some 300 or 400 miles long, we shall
find there is all along that line a complicatedsystem of mountainswhich Dr. Sven
Hedin has called the Trans-Himalayarange. Now, it is a fact that no civilized man
ever put his foot on any part of that line of mountains beforeDr. Sven Hedin did,
and that is a fact that will remain for ever recordedto his honour. With regard
to the name of this range, I intend to say but little. He has told us that his
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proposalhas been approvedby the Viceroy. Possiblyhe will think I am prejudiced
when I tell him that my belief is that this questionwill be settled in a way I have
been taught to believe an immense number of questions have been always settled,
and that is on the principleof the survival of the fittest. Several objectionshave
been urged against this name, some of which, I think, are of little value. The
only objectionthat strikes me at the moment as of weight is that to which Dr.
Sven Hedin has himself alluded,namely, that if you look at this range from the
north the name Trans-HIlimalaya
is inappropriate. He also mentioned the name
Anti-Himalaya,and I allude to it for two purposes. In the first place, because the
title Anti-Himalayaseems to be perfectlycorrect,and not open to this objectionto
which I have alluded. I also want to placeit on recordthat if Dr. Sven HIedinshould
see that name Anti-Himalayaon any map-whether he will do so or not I do not
know-I ask him to rememberthat he with them still occupiesthe honourableposition
of godfather to this enormous range of mountains. But I am not here to sit
in judgment on a technical matterof this sort, and I do not intend to do so, because
I am not an expert, and because I do not think that the question of a name is
one of primeimportance. In short, in my opinion,on an occasionof this sort,what
we ought to do is to concentrateour minds on the deeds of a great explorer,and not
on the words by which those deeds are described. Dr. Hedin, without doubt, has
done magnificent work,and the deeds he has done in filling up the white spaces
in Tibet will stand on record for all time in the book of geographicaldiscovery,
greatlyto the honourof our distinguishedguest.
Dr. SVENHEDIN.
I wish to express my very hearty thanks to those gentlemen who have been
6o kind as to take part in this discussion,and for the very kind things most of
them have said of me. Speciallywas I glad to hear what Sir ClementsMarkham
had to say, as he had taken such a great interestin the developmentof our.knowledge of Tibet. I have already mentioned my own opinion about Sir Thomas
Holdich's suggestiof to call the range the Bongba system, and so I do not
need to enter upon that. We have heard several propositionsfor the name:
the Bongba range, the Trans-Tsangpo,etc., and I think the real name that is to
survive, as the President said in such a beautiful way, will have to go through
some kind of a strugglefor its existence; but I think it will clear itself out of the
struggle. Then as to ColonelGodwinAusten'scommunication,I foundit extremely
interesting,especiallywhat he said about lakes Panggong and Tsomahiri,because
the problemof these two lakes is exactly the same problemas the hydrographical
problem of Rakas-tal and Mansarowar,although the problem of Panggong is
advancedmuch further,and I think it is extremely easy to find the valley through
which the effluentof Panggong flowed out and becamea tributaryto the Sheyok
river. I measured the beach lines of the Panggong lake at some places, and
found the highest of them to be 175 feet over the present level of the lake,
so I suppose the height of the threshold in the valley must be something like
175 feet; but I quite agree with Colonel Godwin Austen that the problem
cannot be definitely solved, unless a precise level has been carried out in the
valley. This is extremely easy to do; any Commissionerof Ladak could do it
on a holiday.
Now as to Mansarowarand Rakas-tal,they have not yet advanced so far as
Panggong. Panggongis, as we know, salt becauseit is absolutelycut off fromthe
Indus system. There is no undergroundconnectionwith the Indus, but in Rakastal there is an undergroundconnection,and I cannot agree with CaptainRawling
when he says it would require centuries for the lake to become salt. I do not
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think it would take centuries. I believe it would take only a few years, as I have
seen the lakes situated on the right side of the lower Tarim filled artificiallyby the
natives by openingsmall channelson the river, and as the groundis lower than the
river itself, the depressionsbecome filled when the channels are opened. Sometimes the natives close the connectionbetweenthe river and the lake, then in three
years the water becomessalt, as I have proved myself. They do it because they
professthat the taste of the fish becomesmuch better when the water is salt; and
that is only a question of three or four years. Of course,it would take a longer
time for Rakas-tal,as it is much deeper; but anyhow it would not take centuries,
I am quite sure.
Now as to Sir Henry Trotter. I emphasize what I said about the native
explorersand the Pundits. I have said severaltimes how I admiretheir work, and
I admirespecially Nain Singh, and nobody has admired him more than I, because
nobodyhas travelledso muchin the samecountryas he as I have both up the Tsangpo
and on his journey of 1873-74. I have said that the Pundits' topographicalwork,
especially in any country they have seen with their own eyes, is always correctand
always admirable. Their reports,however,are useless for scientificpurposes. When
I talk aboutscientificpurposes,I do not mean astronomicalpoints, as I know how
well those determinationsagreewith other observations;I mean a descriptionof the
physical geography. A punditcan easily pass a very great lake, and never tell you
whether it is salt or fresh. He can cross a river, and not tell you whether
it is a big or small river. He can cross a mountainwithout telling you whether
it is solid rock or loose material. I mean it is impossible for a geographerto
draw any valuable physico-geographicalconclusions from a report of a pundit,
and what we get from them is the topographicalidea of the country. I have
also said that their informationon any parts of a country which they have not seen
with their own eyes, but, about which they have collected informationfrom the
natives,has proved to be absolutely impossible,and I will show that presently
on the map. Sir Henry Trotterwill remember,as he workedout the map of Nain
Singh of his journeyfrom Leh to Lhasa, that Nain Singh filled up the map south
of Dangra-yum-tso,and placed a river he calls Dumphu or Hota-tsangpo,which
goes roundin the most extraordinaryway I have ever seen for a river; it goes round
like a semicircle,and that in the partof Tibetwhichis situated southof the watershed,
and in a country where most of the water goes to the Brahmaputraand the Indian
ocean. That is what I mean. I admirethe Pundits. At one time we had nothing
else to do but train the natives,but I agreewith Delmar Morgan,who says that
they are not trainedas we are,and their educationis not sufficientforthe solving of
the problemsof modern scientific geography. For instance,it is very difficultto
use the informationNain Singh gives us of Tashi-bup-tsoin the middle of Tibet,
whichI passedtwice. It would have been extremely importantto know from the
Pundit the exact length of Tashi-bup-tso. I passed it, but to my eyes it had
absolutelydisappeared. It was a salt lake, and at the place whereNain Singh puts
his big lake of Tashi-bup-tso I did not find anything except shining white salt,
and not a dropof water; but, on the other hand,Tong-tso still exists. I mean that
it would have been interestingto get some detailed informationfromthe Pundit
aboutTashi-bup-tso,and as I saw it in 1908, that is to say, somethirty-four years
afterhim, I should have been ableto get a really correctfigureof the rate at which
one of the salt lakes of Tibet has dried up. That is what I mean by scientific
physical geography. But, of course,I like the Pundits; and I like Nain Singh just
as much as Sir Henry Trotter,if not more.
It was very interestingto hear what Sir MartinConwayhad to say; and as to
Mr. Freshfield,I think it was a very importantremarkhe had to make. Of course
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the Trans-Himalayasbegin from a height of 12,000 feet; I do not intend to enter
upon that. On the strategicalquestion I really did not mean the Chinesewhen I
was speakingabout a" northernenemy,"who could put the safety of India into any
danger. I did not mean the Chineseat all--I meant somebodyelse. So when the
EmperorKyang-lung in 1792 sent his 70,000 Mongoliansand Chinese through
China to Tibet and down on the ordinaryway to the neighbourhoodof Katmandu,
he did not go the way I meantat all, becauseI meant the roads I knew myself. I
meant to say the whole of Tibet is impossiblefor an army to cross. Mr. Freshfield
refers,in a very interestingletter I got fromhim the other day, to the fact that the
expedition to Lhasa proved that field artillerycan easily be brought up to Tibet.
But I would say that it would be impossibleto carryfield artillerythroughTibet
fromthe north; and it is almost impossibleto crossTibet with an army,even if you
have only field artillery. I have crossedTibet several times, and I have found that
90 per cent. of the caravan is lost en route, and if that is the case with a little
caravan,it must be still more the case with an army; very often you come to a
spring,or some lakes, which prove to be sufficientfor your own little caravan,but
which would never be sufficientfor an army.
Captain Rawling's communicationis important,and I know from his book
and his publications that we agree very well on most of the points--I believe
even as to the Sutlej problem. As to the geologicaldetails he mentions,everybody
will understandeasily, that there is no possibility for me to enter upon such details
now. But I do not agreewith CaptainRawlingwhen he callsthe northernmostrange
of the Himalayasthe Trans-Himalaya; I regard it as belonging to Himalaya,so
much the moreas it is the water-partingrange. Then he proposedthat the name
Peu Kaugri, or the snow mountainsof Tibet,orPeu Lho Kangri,the snowmountains
of SouthernTibet, should be given to this range. That is all right, but it is quite
unnecessaryto introduceany Tibetannames into Tibet.
As to Dr. Longstaff,he has brought forward a great many details; I could,
if wished, come with many more details about this country,but there is no time
now. Those ranges seen to the south by Nain Singh on his journey are by no
means the head range of the Trans-Himalaya. That is a mistake. I do-not see
what Shakangshamhas to do within the limits of this discussionat all. Of course
system,
everythingnorthof the upper Brahmaputrabelongsto the Trans-Himalayan
but I say fromthe valley one cannotsee anything except those mountainssituated
close to the route. As a rule those mountainscomingdown to the upperBrahmaputra valley hide everything that is behind. It is very comfortableand easy to sit
down in your study at homeand write down a lot of hypotheses; go out and try to
observethe facts; it was open to everybodyas well as to me. Sir MartinConway
has just pointed out the differencebetween deductionsand hypothesesand actual
knowledge. It is very surprising, but anyhow a fact, that one member of the
Council of the R.G.S. has maintainedthat only 100 miles of the CentralTransHimalaya belong to me, whereas all the rest was known before,and that I had no
right to call it a discovery. Those who are not familiar with the exploration
of Tibet will very likely be taken in by all the names,dates, longitudes,latitudes,
and figures in Dr. LongstafFsremarks,but the experts present in this hall will
not agree with him. The whole of his argumentationis built on a foundation
of extremely fragile and valueless hypotheses and theories brought forward at
different epochs,more speciallyby Hodgson,Saunders,and Atkinson, and it is not
surprisingthat the whole constructionmust fall to pieces when broughtface to face
with the real mappingof the country. I need only remindyou of the fact that all
three have one mighty range in the middle of the Bongba country,and that there
are in reality ten absolutely differentand sharply defined ranges with broad open
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valleys between them. Nevertheless,Dr. Longstaff says that Atkinson's map and
my sketch-map are " practically identical." I think it is a great pity that any
memberof the R.G.S. should ever have published anything of that sort, and it is
a bad excuse when Dr. Longstaffnow explains that he meant the map that I had
published in the Times of November 10, as that map was a photographof the
sketch-mapon which I have demonstratedmy last journey to-night. Major Ryder
and ColonelBurrardbelieve that the peaks seen and measuredby Wood and Ryder
from the route along the river belonged to one range,which was also supposedto
be the watershedof the Upper Brahmaplutra.That this is Burrard'sopinion can
directly be seen on one of the maps in his and Hayden'ssplendidmonographof the
Himalayan and Trans-Himalayanmountains, a map representing the drainage
area of the upperBrahmaputra. Now those peaks are situatedon differentranges,
so fromwhateverpoint you regardthe orographyof this partof Tibet, you can never
talk of a range joining those peaks. There is one reasonmore why "The Kailas
range" has to disappear--it does not exist in reality. But if you are going to
speakIof the Kailas system, you can do so if you like; I will anyhow take the
liberty to call the ranges on both sides of the watershed the Trans-Himalayas.
and
And the significationwhich is the strongest will be acceptedby geographlers,
will survive long after the golden inscription on your graves and mine has
disappeared.

Well, the situation is this: Dr. Longstaff has never touched the country of
which I am speakingnow, that is why he has been obliged to quote half a dozen
travellers and geographerswho have never been in the country either. They
have probably collected their informationfrom native explorerswho have never
been in the country either, and who have thus got their wisdomfromnatives. Is it
surprising,I ask you, that the result of this uncritical criticism is a hopelessconfusion? I won't enter upon the question of Mansarowarany more. As Dr.
Longstaffmentioned,it is not so much the question whether it is the chief source
or not, that is why I called it the genetic source and nothing more. I mean to
say that in my theory those two lakes belong to the system of the Sutlej. That is
the importantthing, not whetherany other of those rivers coming from the north
have more water or not.
Mr. Thomas Webber never pretended to have discoveredthe source of the
Brahmaputra;he simply says (p. 129), "Here were the sources of the great
Brahmaputraoriginatingfrom the glaciersof Gurla,"and he tells us that the Indus,
Sutlej, and Brahmaputratake their rise fromthe glaciersof GurlaMandhata. But
Mr. Webber,if alive, would now ke agreeablysurprisedto learn that Dr. Longstaff
has suddenly discoveredthat Webber discovered the source of the Brahmaputra
forty-five years ago. I beg everybody,who takes any interest in this discussion,
to look up the sketch-mapin Webbe~'sbook. Here the uppermostBrahmaputrais
so like Nain Singh's map that one must almost believe the two maps stand in some
relationshipto each other. They are both absurd,but Nain Singh's is much better
than Webber's,so faras the Brahmaputrais concerned. On Webber'smap we find
the words, "Snowy rangesunexplored,"just in the very part where the real source
is situated,and Webber'sroute is a good long way fromthere. Southof Rakas Tal
and Manasarowarwe find the words, "Sources of the Indus," but I don't know
whetherDr. LongstaffregardsWebberas having discoveredthe sourceof the Indus.
Only when my maps are workedout and publishedwill I be able to showthe value
of Dr. Longstaff's communicationthat Webber was the first travellerto reach the
sourceof the Brahmaputra. Webber has never been to the sourceof the river,nor
has Nain Singh or the GartokMission. I am the first who has beenup the Kubitsangpo,a river that is four anda half times as big as the Maryum-chu.
No. 1V.--APRIL, 1909.]
2G
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I should like to say one word about a matterwhich has not been under discussion to-night, with referenceto a letter which has appearedin the Standard.
It was about the maps, very well known by historical geographers, which
have been painted on the walls of the Ducal Palace in Venice. I need only say
Prof. Mittag-Leffler,of Stockholm, asked Prof. Volterra in Rome to make an
investigation into the matter, and that he sent a rather detailed description,
togetherwith photosof those maps,and that the chief librarianof the Royal Library
at Stockholm,Dr. E. W. Dahlgren,gave me someother veryinterestingcommunications about them. Those four maps were painted in the middle of 1500 by Gastaldi
in place of some maps which were destroyedin 1483, and those four maps represent
Asia, from the mouth of the Indus to China, the Pacific, and a part of America.
The secondis WesternAsia, the thirdAfrica, and the fourth Italy. I do not need
to say that nothingon the map of Asia is like the reality. The Asiatic maps were
renovatedin the middle of 1700 by Grisellini,and the mountainsand rivers form
a very hopeless confusion. It is impossible,for instance,on the map of Tibet to
tell which mountain rangeis meant to be the Himalayas,and which river is meant
by the Ganges or Brahmaputra,so everybody will understand that those maps,
as far as Tibet is concerned,have no value at all. Moreover,as we know they were
paintedjust to immortalizethe memoryof MarcoPolo, andthe memoryof some
otherVenetians, andas neither MarcoPolo norany other Venetianof that time
everwere in Tibet,it is very easy to understandthat these maps couldnot
possibly
containanything that has been found byme during mylast journey.
Finally, Igive my heartiest thanks to thePresidentfor the most
flatteringand
amiablewordshe has addressedto me. He touchedupon one extremely
interesting
problemof the physical geographyof Tibet, name]y, the desiccationof the lakes.
I think the fact that the erosion of the sea-going rivers enters more and more
intothe heart of the continentis one of thecauses why the salt lakes dry up. But
wemust rememberthat it is notonly the salt lakesof Tibet, butthe salt lakesof
thewhole of Asia that are drying up; so it is not a localproblem, but theroot and
causeof this phenomenonmust be sought for somewhereoutside our planet. I am
veryglad to hear that the Presidentagreeswith me to thename of Trans-Himalaya,
and Ihope theRoyal GeographicalSociety will acceptit.
Itake the liberty to mention one other matter which does not
belong to this
discussion,
but anyhow to the subject ofit.
ThePioneerof February6 contains
anarticle--" The Sven HedinMountains,"signed" Astrabadi." This articledoes
not contain asingle important or original pointof view, so Ineed notwaste time
onit.
BeforeI finish, Ishould like to ask one
question-What is the result of this
discussion
? Iwill leaveit to everybodypresent
toreply toit in silence for himself. Ihave myown opinion. ButI
with the President,the material has
agree
tobe published before any one is in aposition to judge it. Itis surprisingthat
certainpeople seem to believe that Ishould have begun this expeditionwithout
knowing
exactly what was left to bedone. I started on myfifth expeditionrather
wellprepared, andI haddecided to do my utmost to find thesourceof the Indus
andthe Brahmaputra,
and tofill np asmuch as Icould the great white patch of
unknowncountry north of the
absolutely
Tsangpo. Ihave done it now,and Ihave
solvedmany other problems of physical geography
which have not even been
mentioned
duringthis discussion.
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